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Abstract

The success of the solar cell industry in the last decade is attributed to technology improvement and cost reduction. Thin film solar cells comprise an increasing market share because they have the advantage of low cost over crystalline silicon technologies. However crystalline silicon solar cells dominate the market, due to the mature silicon based integrated circuits technologies and the well understood knowledge of silicon. Among all the commercial low cost solar cells, single crystalline silicon solar cells have the highest efficiency record of 21%.

A modified liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) technique, called lateral diffusion LPE (LDLPE), is invented for low cost and high efficiency solar cell applications. Potentially, LDLPE is able to produce single crystalline silicon wafers directly from the raw material, rather than cutting wafers from single crystalline silicon ingots, therefore reducing the cost by avoiding the cutting and polishing processes.

By using a traditional LPE method, the silicon is epitaxially grown on the silicon substrate by cooling down the saturated silicon/indium alloy solution from a high temperature. The silicon precipitates on the substrate since its solubility in the indium solvent decreases during the cooling process. A SiO$_2$ mask is formed on the (111) substrate with 100µm wide opening windows as seedlines. Silicon is epitaxially grown on the seedline and forms thick epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) layers on the oxide mask. The ELO layers are silicon strips with an aspect
ratio of 1:1 (width: thickness), approximately. The strip grows both laterally in width and vertically in thickness.

The concept of LDLPE is to intentionally block the silicon diffusion path from the top of the seedline, but leave the lateral diffusion path from the bulk indium melt to the seedline. Theoretically, by using the LDLPE method, the silicon strip should have a larger aspect ratio, because the laterally growth in width is allowed but the vertical growth in thickness is limited. In addition, single crystalline silicon wafers can be achieved if the strip grows continuously.

A graphite slide boat is designed to place a plate over the seedline to block the diffusion path of silicon atoms from the top of the seedline. After one growth cycle, silicon strips grown by LDLPE are wider than LPE strips but have similar thicknesses. The aspect ratios are increased from 1:1 to a number larger than 2:1. A Monte-Carlo random walk model is used to simulate the change of LDLPE strip aspect ratio caused by placing a plate over the seedline. Strips grown on single seedline substrate have rougher surfaces than those grown on multiple seedline substrates. Because the small growth area on single seedline substrate cannot accommodate the large supersaturation, which could cause terraces and vacancies on the silicon strip.

Wetting seedline by indium melt is very critical for a successful growth. Due to the small space between the plate and seedline and the surface tension of the indium melt, the indium melt cannot flow into the small space. A pre-wetting
technique is used to fill the space prior to loading the graphite boat into the tube furnace and solve the wetting problem successfully.

The structure of a LDLPE silicon strip is characterized by X-ray diffraction. The electrical properties are characterized by Hall Effect measurement and photoconductive decay measurement. LDLPE silicon strips are (111) orientated single crystal and are the same orientation as the substrate. For the growth temperature of 950°C, the LDLPE strip has an estimated effective minority carrier lifetime of 30.9μs. The experimental results demonstrate that LDLPE is feasible for photovoltaic application if continuous growth and scaling up can be achieved.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet, wavelength 10nm-400nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCO</td>
<td>Transparent Conductive Oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>Indium Tin Oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTD</td>
<td>Vapor Transport Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Closed Space Sublimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD</td>
<td>Physical Vapor Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio Frequency (5-30MHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Very High Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>Anti-reflection Coating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFG</td>
<td>Edge-defined Film-fed Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZMR</td>
<td>Zone Melt Recrystallization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTP</td>
<td>Layer Transfer Process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Commercialized Semiconductor Growth Techniques for Photovoltaic Applications

Among several types of photovoltaic technologies currently in use for PV solar panels, two have become the most widely adopted: crystalline silicon solar cells and thin film solar cells. If one classifies these technologies by the semiconductor materials and their growth methods, the major market players are single-crystalline silicon (sc-Si), multi-crystalline Si (mc-Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe) thin film, copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) thin film and amorphous Si (a-Si) thin film.

Development of thin film solar cells is one of the solutions to reduce the cost in materials and energy during the production processing thin film solar cells are made by depositing thin layers of semiconductor material on various substrates, usually on glass and stainless steel.

1.1.1. Cadmium Telluride Thin Film

Cadmium telluride is a compound semiconductor material with a 1.44 eV(300K)[1] direct band gap which corresponds to an infrared wavelength of about 860nm. It ideal for making solar cells since the CdTe material can absorb sunlight in the range from near-infrared to UV, where the sunlight distributes the most energy. Cadmium is a hazardous heavy metal material which is mostly
obtained as a by-product of zinc refining. However CdTe is a chemical stable compound material and it is proved that there is no cadmium emission during standard operation of CdTe PV systems and negligible cadmium emission even in exceptional cases like accidental fire or broken panels[2]. Therefore, considering the low cost process introduced below, CdTe is an ideal material for PV applications.

CdTe is usually a p-type material which is used for the absorber layer, and a low resistance, n-type, wide band gap material is required as the window material. The most widely used window material cadmium sulfide (CdS) which has a band gap of 2.42 eV (transparent for wavelengths longer than 520nm). Therefore the CdTe-based thin film solar cell is normally a hetero-junction device. The typical structure consists of glass/SnO2/CdS/CdTe/back contact and it is shown in Figure 1.1.
The processing sequence is: a transparent conductive oxide film (TCO) is deposited on the glass substrate by sputtering; the window layer, a thin film of CdS is then deposited and then followed by a heat treatment in a reducing atmosphere (H₂ or HCl) or in the presence of CdCl₂; then, the absorber layer p-type CdTe thin film (1.5-3.0 μm) is deposited on the CdS layer, and a post-deposition heat treatment with CdCl₂ is required to promote recrystallization and increase the minority carrier lifetime; finally, the metal back contact is deposited on the CdTe thin film.

Varieties of deposition techniques are used for CdTe thin film solar cell fabrication. The CdS window layer can be deposited by using closed space sublimation (CSS) and chemical-bath deposition (CBD) method. CdTe film is typically deposited at a substrate temperature between 550°C and 650°C for high-performance devices (i.e., 14%-16% efficiency). 12% efficiency cells are also made at a substrate temperature of ~400°C. Because CdTe is a near congruent sublimating material, commercialized CdTe thin film cells are mostly fabricated using very low cost CSS (Antec Solar)[7-9] and VTD (Vapor Transport Deposition) (First Solar) methods[3, 10, 11]. The device-quality CdTe absorber layer is deposited at a very high deposition rate (tens of μm/min) [3, 7-11]. Electrodeposition, MOCVD, screen printing, PVD and sputtering are also used in research and achieve cell efficiency from 10% to 14%[3].
The concept of the CSS process is shown in figure 1.2. The CdS CSS deposition is carried out at a pressure of a few torr in an atmosphere composed of Ar and O$_2$. The sublimation source (CdS or CdTe) is evaporated at a very small distance from the substrate (a few millimeters). The gas phase CdS/CdTe precipitates on the substrate with CdO and/or CdSO$_3$ in the grain boundary and on the CdS surface. The oxide in the grain boundary is helpful for grain boundary passivation, and the oxide on the CdS surface has to be removed by H$_2$ treatment in order to allow CdS to interact with CdTe and form a CdS/CdTe junction.

The concept of the VTD process is shown in figure 1.3. The VTD system is usually operated at a pressure on the order of 10 torr with an inert carrier gas (N2 or Ar). The CdTe source is heated to a temperature around 850°C and sublimated. The gas phase CdTe saturates the carriers gas and is brought to the glass substrate which is much cooler than the CdTe source (400~550°C). Since
the saturation pressure of CdTe decreases by approximately by one order of magnitude per 100°C[13], the CdTe is rapidly deposited on the substrate and the gas phase CdTe is depleted at the outlet of the carrier gas.

![Conceptual schematic of the CdTe vapor transport deposition process](image)

**Figure 1.3** Conceptual schematic of the CdTe vapor transport deposition process[13]

### 1.1.2 Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS) Thin Film

CuInSe$_2$ and CuGaSe$_2$ are chalcopyrite compound semiconductor materials with bandgaps of 1.0eV and 1.7eV respectively. The compound material Cu(In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$)Se$_2$ can be alloyed to obtain an intermediate bandgap around 1.15eV[14]. Thin film CIGS solar cells combine the low cost advantage of thin film technology with the efficiency and stability of conventional crystalline silicon solar cells. CIGS solar cells hold the highest efficiency (over 20%)[15] record among all thin film technologies, and the commercialized CIGS solar cell modules made with a low cost process achieve an efficiency over 12%[16]. All these features caused CIGS to attract intense interest and research, and promise it a growing PV market share.
Although a variety of processing technologies are employed, all CIGS solar cells are fabricated around a Cu(InGa)Se₂/CdS junction on a substrate with a Molybdenum (Mo) back contact. Besides polyimide and stainless steel which are used as flexible substrate, soda lime glass is the most widely used substrate for CIGS solar cells, since an intentional sodium diffusion from the soda lime glass can improve the cell performance[18, 19]. Figure 1.4 shows the typical structure of a Cu(InGa)Se₂ solar cell schematically. Mo is sputtered on the substrate functioning as the back contact. After Cu(InGa)Se₂, a thin layer (no more than 50nm) of CBD-CdS is deposited on the Cu(InGa)Se₂ to form the junction. Then two ZnO layers are deposited by sputtering or chemical vapor deposition (CVD): a buffer layer of high resistivity ZnO followed by a TCO (transparent conductive oxide) film of doped highly conductive ZnO. Finally, a metal electrode is deposited for current collection or device interconnection.
There are many approaches for the depositing the Cu(InGa)Se$_2$ absorber layer, however two of them are considered as the most promising approaches which have been used to demonstrate high device efficiency, low cost and are implemented in pilot scale manufacturing.

The first approach is vacuum coevaporation, scaled up for production by Ascent solar, Würth Solar etc[16, 20, 21]. An efficiency of 12% has been achieved. It is a single growth process, in which all the constituents Cu, In, Ga and Se can be evaporated simultaneously to form the Cu(InGa)Se$_2$ alloy on the substrate heated to 400~600°C[15, 18, 19].

Figure 1.5 illustrates the concept of the Cu(InGa)Se$_2$ coevaporation system in which Cu, In, Ga, Se are delivered from independent evaporation sources.
sources. Each of the four sources is designed for each element with a specific evaporation temperature. The typical temperature ranges are 1300°C to 1400°C for Cu, 1000°C to 1100°C for In, 1150°C to 1250°C for Ga and 300°C to 400°C for Se. The deposition process may include a specific evaporation sequence and the evaporation flux for each element can be time dependent. The deposition rates can vary from 20~200 nm/min for a Cu(InGa)Se₂ film thickness of 2µm.

The second approach is usually referred to as two-step processing or selenization. Generally, a metal precursor thin film is deposited on the Mo coated substrate followed by a Se containing atmosphere (H₂Se or Se vapor or H₂Se/H₂S) followed by annealing/reaction. The precursors usually are in the form of Cu/In alloy or bilayer (Cu-Ga alloy/In) or trilayer (Cu/Ga/In), or even a stacked multilayer of Cu/Ga/In[23], and the precursor layer can be deposited by various methods, such as sputtering, electrodeposition[24], screen printing[25], and thermal or electron beam evaporation[26]. However, sputtering is the most attractive for precursor deposition and is adopted by Solar Frontier (subsidiary of Showa Shell Sekiyu K.K), Avancis etc. for commercialized CIGS solar cells production[27, 28]. Sputtering equipment is well developed commercially and is able to produce good uniform thin films over large scale areas with high deposition rates.
1.1.3. Amorphous Si Thin Film

Device grade amorphous Si (a-Si) is actually a hydrogenated a-Si or hydrogen/a-Si alloy in which the hydrogen passivates the dangling band defect in the a-Si therefore significantly improving the electrical properties. The hydrogen/a-Si alloy usually is referred as a-Si:H, however a-Si is also recognized as a-Si:H, since non-hydrogenated a-Si is seldom studied.

The a-Si thin film deposition becomes a competitive technology for photovoltaic applications for many reasons. First of all, this material has many interesting properties. For example, due to the direct bandgap, it has a high absorption coefficient in the visible solar spectrum range and is able to absorb 90% of usable solar energy in a thickness of 1µm. Second, a-Si thin film large scale manufacturing (up to 5.7m²) can be realized by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)[29]. Third, but not the least important reason, the a-Si thin film PECVD technology has been well studied and widely adopted for commercial large scale production, mainly for thin film transistors on liquid crystal displays. Therefore, the deposition technology and equipment is ready for production and no extra research and development costs are needed. Furthermore, flexible a-Si solar cells on metal foil and Polyimide substrates can be made because PECVD is a low temperature process, and the substrate temperature is usually between 150°C and 350°C.
Figure 1.6 Schematic of a typical RF PECVD system [30]

Figure 1.6 shows the schematic of a typical RF PECVD system which is the most popular technique for a-Si deposition among all PECVD techniques (such as: DC PECVD, VHF PECVD, microwave PECVD). Turbo-molecular pumping ensures a good background vacuum. The pressure is then set by the pressure control system and source gas delivery system to be in the range of 0.05 to 2 Torr [30]. After a series of physical and chemical reaction processes including source gas diffusion, electron impact dissociation, gas-phase chemical reaction, radical diffusion, the a-Si is deposited on the substrate.

Solar cells based on a-Si employ many structures, for example, the p-i-n, multi-junction, and tandem junction. All these structures which consist of different a-Si alloys and doped a-Si layers can be obtained by PECVD deposition using a mixture of SiH₄ and other gases. For example, dilute H₂ is used for hydrogenated a-Si, GeH₄ is used for a-SiGe/a-Si heterojunction, phosphine (PH₃) is used for p-
typed doping and diborane (B₂H₆) is used for n-type doping. Although the source gas composition can be adjusted in real time and all different layers can be deposited in a single chamber, multi-chamber PECVD system is used in industry for large-scale manufacturing to improve throughput and yield.

1.1.4. Crystalline Silicon wafers

Silicon is the second most abundant material on the earth and it is a 1.1eV indirect bandgap semiconductor. Thanks to the development of the semiconductor industry, silicon has been well studied and the manufacturing processes from mining to wafer have been well established. Because of these benefits from the semiconductor industry, crystalline silicon solar cells dominate the photovoltaic market.

Silicon exists in the form of a compound with oxygen, forming silica and silicates. Solar grade silicon production mainly follows the routine adopted by semiconductor grade silicon production: 1) metallurgical grade silicon, typically with a purity over 98.5%, is produced by the carbothermic reduction of silica, 2) metallurgical grade silicon is crushed into fine particles (in the 40µm range) and then used to prepare violate silicon hydride, trichlorosilane or silane (SiHCl₃/SiH₄) which are then purified by fractional distillation[31]; 3) high purity polycrystalline silicon is produce by decomposition of the silicon hydride, usually by the Siemens process (using SiHCl₃) or Union Carbide process (using SiH₄)[31, 32].
The solar grade poly-Si is then made into solar cell wafers, single-crystalline (sc-Si) or multi-crystalline (mc-Si). At the early stage, the Si solar cell wafers were mainly single-crystalline. Because the microelectronic industry upgraded single crystal production equipment for large wafers, the small size equipment used for PV industry is at an attractive price. As the PV market grows, specific crystal growth equipment are designed and used for solar cells, especially multi-crystalline production equipment.

Single-crystalline Si ingots are made through two approaches: Czochralski (CZ) and Float Zone (FZ). Figure 1.7(a) shows the schematic of the sc-Si CZ puller and basic principle. The CZ puller consists of a vacuum chamber, hyperpure quartz crucible in which the feedstock, solar grade silicon is melted, RF heating coils, and a thermal shelter which helps to stabilize the temperature and reduce energy loss. After the feed stock silicon is completely molten and the temperature of the melt is stabilized to achieve the required temperature, a seed crystal, usually <100> for PV, is dipped into the melt. Then the seed is slowly withdrawn vertically associating a proper rotation at the meanwhile, the liquid Si crystallizes at the interface of the melt and the seed crystal. Shortly before the seed grows to the desired diameter, the pulling velocity is raised to the specific value at which the crystal grows with the desired diameter. During the CZ sc-Si pulling process, the pulling velocity, rotation speed and an argon inert atmosphere (5-50 mbar) must be precisely controlled to ensure a success growth[33]. The standard pulling speeds in the ingot body range is 0.5-
1.2mm/min and the diameter of the crystal for solar cells is chosen between 100-150mm.

Figure 1.7 Schematic of (a) Czochralski growth; (b) Float Zone growth[34]

Figure 1.7(b) shows the schematic of the sc-Si Float Zone system and its principle. The Float Zone process is carried out in a large growth chamber with an overpressure argon atmosphere. The feedstock poly-Si rod is preheated and then the lower end of the rod is heated by the RF coil which works at 2.5-3.5 MHz frequency[35], until the surface melts, forming a melt drop hanging on the rod by surface tension. Then, the seed is moved upwards until it touches the melt drop. After it is melted back slightly, the seed is moved downwards and a monocrystalline neck is formed with all dislocations removed. Then, by slowing the seed pulling rate, and increasing the RF power and feeding rate, the diameter of
the growing crystal can be increased to the desired size. In the meanwhile, the feedstock poly-Si rod and the seed are rotated at a proper rate.

Because of no contact between molten Si and crucible, and also taking the advantage of small segregation coefficients of many impurities, the Float Zone process can produce very high purity single-crystalline Si, which is used by making solar cells with word record efficiency of 25%[36].

Due to the large demand for silicon for solar cells and the requirement of lowering the cost, mc-Si which is only made for solar cells earns more and more PV market share, although the disadvantage is 1-2% less efficiency. The technique used in industry for making mc-Si ingot is directional solidification which is normally realized through two approaches: the Bridgman process and the block casting process. With both processes, high quality multi-crystalline Si ingot with weight 250-300kg, with dimensions of up to 70x70cm², and height of 30cm[37] can be produced.

In the case of the Bridgman process, the feedstock poly-Si is molten in a silicon nitride (Si₃N₄) coated quartz crucible within the crystallization furnace which is equipped with the inductive heating or a resistive heating element. The solidification is realized by slowly moving the Si melt-containing crucible out of the hot zone to lower the temperature below the Si melting point (1410°C). Now the crystallization front, which is the solid-liquid interphase moves vertically, upwards through the crucible.
For the block-casting process, the feedstock poly-Si is melted in a non-coated crucible and poured into a Si₃N₄ coated crystallization crucible, rather than using only one crucible for both melting and crystallization as in the Bridgman process. The crystallization crucible is surrounded by heaters which can be adjusted during the crystallization process, making the crystallization front move in a vertical direction, upwards through the crucible, after the solidification starts in the bottom region.

The directional solidification intentionally achieved by either the Bridgman process or the block-casting process results in a columnar crystal growth and consequently the adjacent wafers made out of the ingot have nearly the same defect structures such as grain boundaries and dislocations. The crystallization speed of the Bridgman process is normally set to be 1cm/h, and that of the block-casting usually is much higher[37]. The mc-Si ingots are then trimmed off the outside layer and chopped into the wafer size. The impurity concentration is too
high in the outside layer which contacts to the crucible during the crystallization process. Then the outside layer of the ingot is refined and used as the feedstock.

The sc-Si or mc-Si ingots are then sliced into wafers, using the modern wiresaw, the schematic of which is shown in figure 1.9. The cutting is achieved by the abrasive slurry which is supplied to the wire and carried by the wire into the cutting channel. The wiresaw is sophisticatedly controlled for wire tension, slurry temperature, wire speed, ingot feed rate and many other parameters. By using very thin wire and fine silicon carbide (SiC) slurry, several hundreds of wafers with the thickness of 150-200µm can be sliced in one cutting cycle which is around 5-8 hours[39]. However, the cutting causes kerf loss almost as much as wafers and wafer surface damage which has to be removed by further processes.

![Figure 1.9 Schematic of modern wiresaw for crystalline Si][40]
Most crystalline solar cells are fabricated by using the low cost, reliable and high yield process based on screen printing. An industrial crystalline Si solar cell with screen printing contact is shown in Figure 1.10.

![Figure 1.10 Typical structure of a crystalline Si solar cell with screen printing contacts (not to scale)[41]](image)

Solar wafers are first etched off about 10µm in alkaline solution to remove the surface damage caused by sawing. Then a pyramid texture is formed on the wafer surface to improve the light absorption by dilute NaOH etching. The PN junction is formed by phosphorus diffusion in a diffusion furnace through gas dopant (POCl₃ carried by N₂) or solid dopant source sprayed or screen printed on the wafer. Since the edges of Si wafers are also p-type doped with phosphorus, causing interconnection between front contact and back contact, the edge is dry-etched by plasma in highly reactive fluorine compound gas (CF₄, SF₆) to isolate the junction. To reduce light reflection, titanium dioxide (TiO₂) is deposited on the front side of the wafer as the anti-reflection coating (ARC) by atmospheric
pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD). Si3N4 deposited by PECVD is also adopted for the ARC.

The silver-based paste is screen printed in a grid pattern on the front side of the cell and dried in an in-line furnace. The same operations are performed at the backside of the cell, except that the paste contains both silver and aluminum and the back contact is continuous or in a mesh pattern. Finally, the cell is finished with the co-firing process which is performed to achieve metallization and ohmic contacts on both sides.

### 1.1.5 Silicon Ribbon

More than 29% of the cost of the silicon wafer is in the sawing process which also causes a material loss[42]. Many technologies of silicon ribbon growth have been developed to crystallize silicon directly and utilize all silicon feedstock in principle without sawing. However, only two of them have been commercialized for large scale manufacturing. They are edge-defined film-fed growth (EFG) and string ribbon technologies which are shown in figure 1.11 and figure 1.12 respectively.
In the EFG process, a die is wetted by molten silicon contained in a crucible which is continuously supplied with up to 200kg silicon during a growth run. The liquid silicon rises up to reach the die top and connects to a seed, due to the capillary effect. As the seed is pulled up (at a rate of ~2cm/min), the top
portion of the liquid is lifted up and continually solidifies, maintaining the shape of the die channel and adding multi-crystalline silicon growth to the seed. In Scott Solar (Formal ASE American), silicon grown by EFG is in the form of a closed octagon tube with a wall thickness of about 300µm. Then wafers (12.5 x12.5cm²) are cut from the faces of the octagon tube, using a Nd:YAG laser, with less than a 10% loss in starting material. Considering the recycling of silicon rejected in the crystal growth and laser cutting, it is possible to produce EFG wafers with less than a 5% loss of silicon from the starting feedstock material[44, 45].

In the string ribbon process, two thin graphite filaments enter the bottom of the molten silicon-containing crucible through small openings, pass through the molten silicon and are bridged above the melt by a seed plate. As the filament and seed plate are pulled up, the molten silicon is lift up by surface tension, forming a film between the two filaments. The liquid silicon film rises up with the filaments and solidifies continually, forming a multi-crystalline silicon ribbon between them. The ribbon growth rate is ~2cm/min[45], which is similar to the EFG process. 100µm thick silicon ribbons have been achieved and commercially available string ribbon silicon wafers are 15 x 8 cm², with a thickness of ~300µm.

The advantages of silicon ribbon technologies are that they avoid the costly sawing process and reduce kerf loss significantly. However, technically, all silicon ribbon technologies face challenges of 1) stress which arises due to the cooling gradients near the solid-liquid interface of the order of 500°C; 2) carbon and other impurities associating with the strings and die. Therefore, the payback
is that the efficiency of silicon ribbon solar cells is 3-4% less than that of crystalline silicon solar cells, and the efficiency of commercialized silicon ribbon solar cells is 14-15% [44-46].

1.2 Research Progress on Thin Film Crystalline Si Solar Cells

The thin film crystalline silicon solar cell comprises a completely different approach. The active material has a thickness in the micrometer range. Therefore, potentially, it could both have the high efficiency advantage of c-Si technologies and the low cost advantage of thin film technologies. As the silicon is an indirect band gap material, optical designs are needed to overcome the low absorptivity of this material.

Using inexpensive foreign substrates is the key for the low cost advantage of the c-Si thin film technology. A large variety of deposition techniques, substrate and cell design are currently under the investigation for fabricating c-Si thin film solar cells. Three approaches are usually adopted: 1) growing Si thin film on low temperature substrates; 2) growing Si thin film on high temperature substrates; 3) using the layer transfer process to transfer the thin film layer epitaxially grown on silicon wafers to inexpensive foreign substrates. However, most of these developments are still in the laboratory phase, and the resulting devices are a few square centimeters in area and with efficiencies in the range of 5%-14% [47-50].
1.2.1 Crystalline Si Thin Film on Low Temperature Substrates (LTS)

When the Si thin film is grown by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) on a substrate at a low temperature up to 550°C, low cost window glass could be used as the substrate. To improve light absorption, the planar glass is usually textured by wet chemical etching or a chemo-mechanical texturing process[51]. An alternative is to coat the planar glass with textured ZnO or SnO[52-54], since the TCO layer is required for the contacts, and the wet chemical etching process is just a small extra step.

Solid-phase crystallization is an approach to deposit the c-Si active layer. The process was developed by Sanyo Group: a-Si thin film is deposited by PECVD on glass using hydrogen-diluted SiH₄ at a temperature around 600°C; After an annealing process at 600°C for 10 hours, the initial a-Si transforms into microcrystalline Si(µc-Si). Since the P-doping enhances the nucleation rate, the bottom of the a-Si is highly doped, with the result that all crystalline nuclei are located at the bottom of the film and columnar grains grow from the bottom to the top, with a typical grain size of 1.5µm[55, 56].

PECVD deposits µc-Si rather than a-Si with a low silane concentration (SiH₄/(SiH₄+H₂)). For example, Si deposition at 225°C by very high frequency (VHF) glow discharge at 70MHz yields films at silane concentrations <7% which are microcrystalline, while those at concentrations >7% are amorphous[57]. Two favored proposed mechanisms: 1) strained bonds are etched by atomic hydrogen; 2) the surface diffusion length of growth precursors is enhanced due to the
hydrogen saturation of the growth surface[58-61]. The deposition rate is reduced by a low silane concentration but can be increased by high plasma power. However, high plasma power results in poor electric properties of the thin film. Thus, VHF deposition (higher than 50MHz) is used in contrast to conventional 13.6MHz to overcome these problems[62]. The typical growth rate for μc-Si thin film is $10^{-2}$μm. The typical grain size is typically 20nm[57, 63].

![Schematic of a μc-Si thin film](image)

Figure 1.13 Schematic of a μc-Si thin film with textured surface, enhanced absorption and back reflector, with a total thickness of 1-5μm[64].

The efficiencies of μc-Si thin film solar cells are usually lower than 10%. 9.2% cell efficiency is achieved by Sanyo on a device based on a 10μm poly-Si thin film, fabricated by using a solid-phase crystallization process. Single junction μc-Si thin film solar cell with 3μm active layer and textured TCO achieved 8.5% cell efficiency[65]. Higher efficiency is achieved by optimum cell design with textured surface, enhanced absorption and back reflector, which is illustrated in figure 1.13.
The device consists of glass/Al reflector/300nm-thick n\textsuperscript{+} type μc-Si/1-5μm slightly doped n type μc-Si/30nm-thick p\textsuperscript{+} type/textured ITO/Ag electrode grid. The design of the textured ITO surface and Al reflector reduces the light reflection and increases the light travelling path. The absorption layer is slightly doped or intrinsic to reduce recombination. Therefore, an efficiency of 10.1% is achieved\cite{64}.

1.2.2 Crystalline Si Thin Film on High Temperature Substrates (HTS)

Substrates which could withstand temperature higher than 1000°C, or even the silicon melting point, allows the high temperature deposition of c-Si from chlorosilanes to be feasible. The growth rate is much faster than the low temperature deposition processes, up to 5μm/min.

Due to the very high temperature, the substrate material is required, firstly, to be thermal resistant and inert in order to not to react with Si at high temperature; secondly, to match the thermal expansion of the poly-Si, which is 3.9x10\textsuperscript{-6} K\textsuperscript{-1} at 1000°C; thirdly, to be a dielectric material, allowing the integrated series connection; fourthly, to be a high purity material, avoiding contamination; and finally, but not the least important, to be inexpensive. Of course, to be highly reflective or transparent is a plus for light trapping designs. Table 1.1 shows the materials used for high temperature substrates and their properties.
Table 1. Substrate materials used for c-Si thin film solar cells with the HTS approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Insulator</th>
<th>Reflector</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Cell Efficiency</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mullite</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>[66, 67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>[67, 68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-T glass</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes*</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>[69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si-infiltrated SiC</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>[67, 70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribbon Si</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
<td>[67]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* combined with Al mirror evaporated on the glass substrate

The c-Si layer grown by high temperature deposition typically has a thickness of 5-40µm and grain sizes of 1-5µm [66-70]. The c-Si layer grown on oxidized Si wafers doesn't yield a higher efficiency, indicating that contaminations from the substrate are not the limiting factor, but the grain boundary recombination limits the cell performance[71].

To increase the grain sizes and reduce the grain boundary recombination, zone melt recrystallization (ZMR) process is used, thus increasing the cell efficiency. The ZMR apparatus is illustrated in figure 1.14. A halogen lamp at one focus of an elliptical mirror melts a narrow region of the mc-Si film which has been deposited on the substrate. The temperature gradient is reduced by heating the substrate with the heaters underneath the substrate. The molten zone moves
with the lamp, crossing the substrate with a velocity of 1-30mm/s. The grain sizes are increased from micron range to millimeter range, up to 5mm [66, 67, 71].

![Figure 1.14 Schematic of a zone melting recrystallization (ZMR) apparatus[72]](image)

A diffusion barrier of SiC or silicon oxide/silicon nitride/silicon oxide (ONO) is deposited prior to the deposition of the Si layer in order to reduce impurity diffusion from the substrate to the silicon layer during the recrystallization process. A cell fabricated by recrystallization of a 10µm-thick Si thin film on the mullite substrate with 8.2% efficiency is reported [66, 67]. A higher efficiency of 11% is achieved by the cell fabricated on a graphite substrate with a SiC diffusion barrier[67].

### 1.2.3 Layer Transfer Process

The layer transfer process (LTP) permits the transfer of the device layer from a re-usable substrate to a low cost device carrier by growing the device
layer on the substrate with a special surface condition which most commonly adopts an oxide mask and a porous structure.

The LTP for solar cell fabrication was first used to reduce the cost of GaAs cells which is an expensive material[73]. A carbonized photoresist mask with stripe openings is fabricated on the GaAs substrate. The openings function as seeds during the thin film growth. 10µm-thick single-crystalline GaAs thin films are grown by vapor phase epitaxy on the re-usable GaAs substrates. The GaAs lateral overgrowth on the openings yields a continuous single-crystalline thin film. Then the film is bonded to a glass carrier and cleaved from the substrate. 17% efficiency is achieved by the cell based on this single-crystalline GaAs thin film[74].

Besides carbonized photoresist, SiO₂ is commonly used as the mask for the sc-Si thin film growth. It provides a surface condition allowing thin films to be transferred from the substrate to the device carrier via chemical etching or mechanical forces.

Figure 1.15 shows a LTP process using via hole etching for the separation of thin film (VEST process)[75, 76]. A large-grained polycrystalline Si thin film with 1-3µm thickness is fabricated on the pre-oxidized sc-Si wafer by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and zone melt recrystallization (ZMR). The layer is then thickened by CVD and textured by KOH etching. Holes of 100-300µm diameter are etched on the poly-Si layer with a separation distance of 1-2mm via a lithography process. The SiO₂ layer is etched through these holes by chemical
etching and the poly-Si layer is detached. Through these processes, the emitter is formed by vapor phase diffusion and contacts are fabricated by sputtering. Poly-Si cells with thickness 80µm are fabricated through this process and achieved 16% efficiency on areas of 100cm² and 13% on areas of 924cm² [77].

Figure 1.15 LTP via hole etching for separation of thin film investigated by Mitsubishi[75]

Another LTP process using oxide mask called epilift is less complex. The process starts on sc-Si substrates with mesh patterned seeds. The patterned seeds are along (110) directions and are fabricated by lithography[78, 79]. Single-crystalline Si thin films are grown on these seeds by liquid phase epitaxy. Lateral overgrowth makes the film become a continuous mesh structure. The cross section of the Si thin film mesh is diamond-shaped when a (100) substrate is used, as shown in figure 1.16. For the Si thin film mesh on a (111) substrate, the cross section is a parallelogram, as shown in figure 1.17 and figure 1.18. The
epilift layers usually have a thickness from a few microns to a few tens of microns [78-81]. Cells based on the epilift layer have an efficiency of 13% on $1\text{cm}^2$ areas and 10.9 on $50\text{cm}^2$ areas[80].

Figure 1.16 SEM image of an LPE Si mesh on (100) sc-Si substrate[78]

Figure 1.17 SEM image of an LPE Si mesh on (111) sc-Si substrate[80]
In both the VEST process and the epilift process, only one side of the epitaxial layer is accessible before the layer is detached. Therefore both contacts of the cell have to be on the top surface. The holes on the epitaxial film are used to form emitter-warp through structure[80, 82]. However this structure increases the complexity of the cell fabrication.

Porous silicon technique is also adopted to provide convenience for the LTP process. A porous silicon layer is formed by electrochemical anodisation of the sc-Si substrate in an HF-based solution. The porous layer is usually a few to ten microns thick and has a low porosity at the surface and a high porosity at depth, and therefore allows high epitaxy growth quality and easy subsequent detachment of the epitaxial layer. CVD and LPE are used to epitaxially grow sc-Si layers on the porous structure[83, 84]. The epitaxial layer is detached by attaching it to a foreign substrate, and applying a mechanical force at the high
porosity layer such as a water jet, ultrasonic vibration or mechanical tensile force[85].

1.3 A Conclusion of Material Growth Techniques for Photovoltaic Applications

Among all commercialized solar cell techniques, crystalline silicon dominates the market, because of the relative high efficiency of 18%-24% and the mature technology which is already widely adopted and thus offers low cost. Lots of effort has been invested to lower the cost of the wafer, since it represents more than 40% of the module cost and more than 60% of the cell cost. There is not much room to reduce the cost of the traditional wafering process, since it has been developed for more than 40 years, or as long as the integrated circuit industry. Reducing the thickness of the wafer can increase the wafer output from a single ingot. However, over a certain limit, the cost will increase as new techniques are used to reduce wafer thickness. Furthermore, kerf loss should ideally be avoided.

Thin film solar cells have relative low efficiencies: 12-16% for CdTe, 12% for CIGS, and 8-9% for a-Si. The advantage of thin film solar cells is low cost which is already below $1/watt. As more fundamental studies of these materials are carried out, it is expected that the efficiencies of thin film solar cells will be further increased and therefore the cost will be reduced. However, the disadvantages of the thin film techniques are the complexity of the growth
technique and equipment, and toxic or explosive precursors used for thin film growth.

Crystalline silicon thin film is a possible alternative approach to produce low cost and high efficiency solar cells. Since the silicon is an abundant and inexpensive material, and the device layer is directly made from raw material or precursors, wafer cutting and polishing are avoided. However, the films made by high temperature substrate (HTS) processes and low temperature substrates (LHS) processes, being microcrystalline or polycrystalline, therefore yield low efficiencies. For layer transfer processes (LTP), good quality sc-Si films are epitaxially grown by CVD or LPE. However the small thickness requires optical design for good light absorption and foreign substrates for enough mechanical strength. And more, lithography and chemical etching are required for the LTP process. These disadvantages add to the complexity of the LTP and therefore increase cost.

Thus, an ideal material growth technique for solar cells should produce a continuous sc-Si layer directly from raw materials, avoiding wafer cutting processes. The sc-Si layer should have enough mechanical strength, avoiding the use of a foreign substrate as the device carrier. This suggests that a thick sc-Si layer be epitaxially grown on a re-usable substrate such that the sc-Si layer can be detached from the substrate without chemical etching and lithography.

In this thesis, the lateral diffusion liquid phase epitaxy (LDLPE) process is proposed, which has the potential to satisfy the above requirements.
Chapter 2. Objectives of Present Work

Single crystalline silicon solar cells have relative higher efficiencies than those of thin film solar cells. However, thin film technologies have the advantages of low cost and low energy consumption over single crystalline silicon technologies. Based on LPE technology, which has the capability to grow premium quality single crystal thin film, a novel technology called lateral diffusion liquid phase epitaxy (LDLPE) is invented to grow self-supported single crystalline silicon wafers/chips directly for photovoltaic applications. Potentially, LDLPE technology has the advantages of both crystalline silicon and thin film technologies in terms of high efficiency and low cost.

2.1 Lateral Diffusion Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LDLPE)

LPE is a low cost process for growing premium quality thin films of various semiconductor materials, including silicon. However most of the applications of LPE are for planar growth on substrates. Although lots of research effort has been made on silicon epi-lift LPE technology in which the lateral overgrowth of LPE is investigated, there is no publication about the technique of lateral overgrowth using techniques for limiting thickness during the lateral growth.

A modified LPE technology is proposed, which utilizes the lateral overgrowth feature of the LPE, however it limits the thickness increase as the silicon grows laterally. The concept of the modified LPE is illustrated in figure 2.1. Since
the lateral diffusion contributes most of the growth, this modified LPE technology is named Lateral Diffusion LPE (LDLPE).

Figure 2.1 Concept of (a) conventional LPE lateral over growth (b) Lateral Diffusion LPE lateral overgrowth

With conventional LPE silicon thin film lateral over growth, shown in figure 2.1 (a), the silicon is deposited on the un-masked area (the seed) on the substrate at the beginning, and then the silicon grows laterally over the SiO₂
mask. When the un-masked area is a straight line, a silicon strip will grow on the seedline. However as the silicon strip grows laterally and increases its width, it also grows vertically and increases its thickness, since the silicon atoms diffuse toward the seedline from all directions. That means it is not feasible to produce a silicon strip with a large planar area and a small thickness which is able to be controlled within a certain value.

LDLPE, as shown in figure 2.1 (b), is a modified LPE technology. A plate is placed over the seedline, leaving a space between the plate itself and the substrate. With this configuration, as the silicon strip grows, the silicon atoms diffuse toward to the seed line basically horizontally from both sides, rather than from all directions which traditionally leads to increasing thickness and width simultaneously in a LPE growth process. In LDLPE, when the thickness of the strip reaches a certain value, it stops increasing due to the presence of the plate. But the strip can keep growing horizontally, increasing its width. Therefore, theoretically, this invention provides a method to grow silicon or other semiconductors strips with a certain thickness but having a planar surface, which is large enough for practical device fabrication, like CZ and FZ single crystalline wafers.

2.2 Features of LDLPE

As mentioned in Chapter 1 and above, solar cells made of single crystal materials show better performance than those made on non-single crystalline thin
films. However, the traditional techniques to make single crystalline material such as CZ and FZ have many disadvantages: very high temperature processes; insufficient usage of raw material; costly cutting and polishing processes and kerf loss of materials. The proposed LDLPE technology has the potential to overcome these drawbacks and provides a low cost approach to produce single crystalline silicon wafer/chips. As summarized, the features and contributions of LDLPE include the following aspects:

(1) LDLPE can produce single crystalline silicon strips at a near equilibrium condition, leading to a premium quality of the crystal.

(2) The thickness of the LDLPE single crystalline silicon planar structure is controlled by the space between the plate and the substrate. Theoretically, the strip can continuously grow laterally with a certain thickness, making itself a single crystalline wafer which is the same as CZ and FZ wafers.

(3) An appropriate thickness of the strip provides sufficient light absorption for the solar cell device, and also a sufficient mechanical strength for being handled during the device fabrication processes.

(4) The LDLPE single crystalline strips can be peeled off from the substrate and used as wafers for device fabrication.

(5) After the strips are peeled off, the substrate can be reused after being appropriate processed.

(6) LDLPE grows single crystalline silicon at a temperature much lower than 1414°C, the melting point of the silicon.
2.3 Summary of Contributions of This Thesis

(1) The concept of Lateral Diffusion Liquid Phase Epitaxy is proposed for the first time and a provisional patent was filed.

(2) A graphite boat is designed to realize silicon LDLPE growth. Ideas of scaling up and the method to realize continuous growth are proposed.

(3) Single crystalline silicon strip with a thickness of 100µm grown by LDLPE is demonstrated. Comparing to the single crystalline silicon strip grown by conventional LPE, the aspect ratio (width: thickness) is improved from 1:1 to 1:2.

(4) The mechanism of LDLPE is proved and the effect of a plate on the silicon strip thickness is demonstrated.

(5) Electrical properties of sc-Si strips grown by LDLPE are proved to satisfy requirements for solar cells wafers.

After reviewing the material growth method for PV applications, an idea of growing single crystalline silicon wafers by LDLPE is proposed. The goal of inventing this technology is to take advantage of both single crystalline technology and thin film technology. The mechanism of LPE is described in the third chapter. The details of the LDLPE concept, experimental setup, parameters and LDLPE system operating procedures are introduced in Chapter 4. The experiment results are shown and discussed in Chapter 5, including the characterization of the LDLPE single crystalline silicon strip in terms of crystallography and electrical properties. A summary of the conclusions and a
brief research plan of future work to develop LDLPE technology are presented in final section of chapter 6.

The drawing of the design of the LDLPE graphite boat and system is attached in appendix I and the code to perform the simulation of LDLPE in a random walk model is attached in appendix II.
Chapter 3. Background and Theory of Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE)

This chapter is devoted to the growth method referred to as liquid phase epitaxy (LPE). After a general introduction to the apparatus, materials and applications of LPE, Si LPE is specifically discussed in terms of growth methods, solvent and growth temperature selection and the lateral overgrowth which is an important feature for the development of lateral diffusion liquid phase epitaxy (LDLPE). Finally, the theoretical fundamentals of LPE are introduced, including the phase diagram, diffusion-limited growth theory, nucleation and growth modes and impurity incorporation.

3.1 Introduction to LPE

3.1.1 General Aspect of LPE

‘Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE)’ precisely describes the concept of its name: a process in which a single crystal layer is grown from a dilute molten solution onto a single crystal substrate. The term ‘epitaxy’ means ‘the deposition of a single crystal layer on a single crystal substrate in such a way that the crystalline structure of the substrate is continued into the layer’. Epitaxy is classified into homoepitaxy, when the layer and the substrate are same in chemical composition and crystal structures, and heteroepitaxy, when the layer and substrate have different chemical composition but are similar in crystallographic relations.
LPE is a mature technology and has been used for developing III-V compound semiconductor optoelectronic devices, including light-emitting diodes (LEDs), laser diodes, waveguides, amplifiers, etc, for more than 40 years[86-88]. LPE has also been applied to silicon, germanium, SiC and II-VI compound semiconductors, as well as magnetic garnets, superconductors, ferroelectrics and other optical materials. In recent decades, LPE has been used for developing III-V and sc-Si thin film solar cells[74, 79-81, 86, 89].

Technically, LPE has the following features making itself a versatile semiconductor epitaxy technology for device manufacturing and development.

i) High growth rate. LPE could achieve a growth rate in the range of 0.1/min -1μm/min which is 10 to 100 times faster than MBE or MOCVD. Thus, it is feasible to fabricate thick device structures with LPE.

ii) The wide range of dopants available with LPE. Theoretically, the growth layer can be doped by any material to some finite degree, by intentionally adding the dopant material to the molten solution.

iii) Growth of ternary and quaternary alloys and a great range of materials are feasible with LPE.

iv) Growth of high purity materials. LPE can produce epitaxial layers with low background impurities due to the preferential segregation of deleterious impurities.

v) The point defect density in the epitaxial layer is low, because the semiconductor is deposited at a near-equilibrium condition.
vi) Multilayer structures are feasible with LPE, e.g. heterostructures, p-n junctions.

vii) Low capital equipment and operating cost.

viii) No high toxic precursors or by-products.

ix) Selective epitaxy and epitaxial lateral overgrowth with high aspect ratio can be achieved by LPE.

In recent years, although LPE is still used for low cost LEDs production, this technique becomes less favored in research, due to its disadvantages:

i) More sensitive to the crystallographic misorientation of the substrate than other epitaxy techniques.

ii) Very difficult to have abrupt or precisely controlled doping or composition profiles.

iii) Difficult to grow compositionally graded buffer layers to reduce lattice mismatch between the device layer and the substrate when heteroepitaxy is required.

iv) Difficult to control the layer thickness uniformity and reproducibility with high accuracy, especially if the layer is thinner than 100nm.

v) Not compatible with in-situ and real-time characterization and growth monitoring instruments.

vi) Not suitable for compound semiconductors when the vapor pressures of the components are very different from each other.
Generally speaking, LPE is a good platform for exploring new semiconductor materials and developing novel semiconductor devices, because it is simply based on phase equilibria rather than complex precursor chemistry, growth kinetics and mass transfer. But, due to its weakness, LPE is not competitive in large-scale production of semiconductor devices which require extremely accurate controls of the composition profile and the thickness, like superlattices, quantum wells and quantum dot devices and devices on integrated circuits.

Moreover, LPE has been developed for thick layers or bulk crystal growth by setting up continuous mass transfer between source material and seed. A temperature gradient between the source material and the seed leads to a concentration gradient thus a continuous mass transfer[90]. Also, an electrical field between the source material and the seed can drive a continuous mass transfer from the source to the seed[91]. These modified LPE techniques are named temperature-gradient liquid phase epitaxy and liquid phase electroepitaxy, respectively.

### 3.1.2 Equipment and Instrumentation for LPE

LPE systems are generally classified into two categories: vertical dipping systems and horizontal slideboat systems, illustrated in figure 3.1 and figure 3.3 respectively.
The vertical dipping LPE system provide an economic method for large scale production of single, thick epitaxial layer deposition, such as for solar cells, especially when the thickness control is not critical. With the use of the wafer holder made by quartz or graphite, shown in figure 3.2, a batch of wafers, up to 50~100 wafers, can be processed in a single growth cycle.

Figure 3.1 Schematic of vertical dipping LPE system [89]

Figure 3.2 A quartz wafer holder for large scale LPE production [92]
The horizontal slideboat system is the most versatile LPE growth system. It enables various LPE growth formats by applying variations and novel designs to the substrate holder or the slideboat. They include tipping systems, rotating/tipping systems, rotary crucible systems, piston slideboat systems [93-96], etc. Growth of multilayer structures such as laser diodes and double heterostructure LEDs can be achieved by using these specifically designed LPE systems.

![Figure 3.3 Schematic of horizontal slideboat LPE system][97]

Both the vertical dipping and horizontal slideboat systems consist of five basic elements: precise temperature controlled furnace, a reaction chamber (usually a quartz tube), substrate holder/slideboat, vacuum pump, and hydrogen inlet/outlet. In principle, the operations are the same: first, load the substrate, source semiconductor material and metal solvent into the quartz tube; second, evacuate the quartz tube and fill it with hydrogen, providing a reducing ambient; third, heat the tube to a set temperature until the molten metal is saturated with...
the source semiconductor material; fourth, dip or slide the substrates into the melt, and cool down the quartz tube at a low cooling rate, so the semiconductor is precipitated and deposited on the substrate. The growth can be terminated by moving the substrate out of the melt. When the system is cooled down to the room temperature, substrates can be taken out after purging the hydrogen.

3.1.3 LPE Growth Techniques

LPE growth is driven by the supersaturation obtained by cooling the growth melt from the equilibrium liquidus temperature. The supersaturation can be obtained by many methods, briefly categorized into three types, namely the ramp-cooling, step-cooling and super-cooling techniques as shown in figure 3.4. For the ramp-cooling technique, an epitaxial layer is grown as the temperature of the melt is cooled down from the saturated temperature to a set value at a constant rate (figure 3.4(a)). For step-cooling, the melt is rapidly cooled below the saturated temperature to obtain a large supersaturation, then brought into contact with the substrate and held at a constant temperature during the growth cycle (figure 3.4(b)). The super-cooling technique has advantages of both ramp-cooling and step-cooling. The melt is first brought to a large supersaturation, and then upon contact with the substrate, the growth is continued by cooling the melt at a constant rate.
Figure 3.4 Cooling process of LPE: (a) ramp-cooling; (b) step-cooling; (c) super-cooling[98]
With a suitable choice of cooling rate, a slow growth can be obtained by the ramp-cooling technique, at a near-equilibrium condition. Thus a high quality epitaxial layer can be grown. In practice, however, ramp-cooling does not offer such good results as step-cooling growth, with respect to thickness uniformity and surface topography[99, 100]. Also this growth process is more sensitive to temperature fluctuations in the furnace. Therefore, ramp-cooling is widely adopted for thick layer growth (up to tens of microns) where thickness uniformity is not critical.

The step-cooling process provides a large supersaturation, and thus a large driving force to enhance nucleation. This is very important to overcome the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the epitaxial layer[101, 102]. As the growth is taking place at a constant temperature, the variation of layer composition and impurity incorporation due to the changes of temperature can be eliminated[103]. However, for this process, only a limited super-cooling is allowed and the growth should start before spontaneous crystallization occurs. Thus, the step-cooling technique is typically used for thin layer growth (< a few microns) with good surface flatness.

Super-cooling has been widely used in the heteroepitaxy growth of III-V alloys [104-106]. Since it is a hybrid of ramp-cooling and step-cooling, it has advantages of both of them. At the early stages, the large supersaturation enhances the nucleation and at the later stages, growth is dominated by ramp-cooling, and thicker layer can be deposited.
3.2 Silicon LPE for Photovoltaic Applications

3.2.1 Introduction

LPE technology has been of interest for solar cells for three decades, both as a means for fabricating high-efficiency cells and as a low cost manufacturing method. It has been found that carrier mobilities in LPE silicon layer are only slightly lower than those in bulk silicon with similar doping [107]. Many techniques has been developed which mostly consist of processes involving silicon layer deposition on silicon substrates. Substrates used for silicon LPE solar cells include wafers cut from CZ single crystalline or polycrystalline cast ingots, silicon sheets or ribbons and recrystallized CVD deposited silicon layers on ceramics. Foreign substrates, like glass [108, 109], have been explored for LPE like solution growth of silicon, but less successfully.

Comparing the solution system for compound semiconductor LPE growth, the silicon and the metal solvent form a much less complex alloy system. Metal alloys are also used as the solvent, to achieve intentional doping or adjustment of the electrical properties of the epitaxial silicon layer. Metals and alloys successfully used for silicon LPE growth include: indium, aluminum, antimony, copper, gallium, tin, gold, bismuth, zinc, copper-aluminum, gold-bismuth, gallium-aluminum, gallium-indium, tin-aluminum, and many other combination of above metals and alloys [110].

The equipment and processes for LPE silicon solar cells are quite simple and straightforward, because for most situations, only single layer growth is
needed. The vertical dipping system, as shown in figure 3.1, is used for thick layer deposition on a large area[80, 89, 92], and the horizontal slideboat system and a simple slideboat, as shown in figure 3.3, are used for small area growth or research on new materials, new substrate and modified techniques[90, 111, 112].

Although high efficiency solar cells can be made on silicon wafers without an epitaxial layer, LPE is of interest for reducing the usage of solar grade silicon and high quality silicon wafers, due to its several important advantages. Relatively high deposition rates make LPE more likely to be used for large scale than other epitaxial technologies; during the growth, impurities segregate and are rejected into the liquid phase, therefore, the electrically active impurities at grain boundaries can be effectively avoided. On a substrate with poor quality and poor electrical properties like metallurgical-grade silicon wafers, LPE can produce a layer with less defect density, especially dislocations, and good electrical properties, satisfying requirements for high efficiency solar cells[92, 113]. More aggressively, the feasibility has been proved to use metallurgical-grade silicon as the feedstock for LPE silicon solar cells[92].

3.2.2 Solvent Selection

The most important consideration is probably the selection of solvent when a process for LPE growth of a semiconductor is being designed. Since the selection of solvent has large effect on the cost, growth parameters, and
especially the electrical properties of the epitaxial layer. For silicon LPE growth, the ideal solvent is proposed to have following properties[114]:

1) Low melting point so as to form a Si/metal alloy solution at a temperature well below the melting point, at least, less than 1200°C, the maximum temperature that the quartz tube can survive.

2) Large silicon solubility at the growth temperature and a remarkable change in silicon solubility with temperature. These are essential for minimizing the growth temperature and maximizing the growth rate.

3) Not forming compounds with silicon and not reacting with crucible material.

4) Good wettability on the substrate. This is essential for removing the surface oxide, in the case of silicon substrates.

5) Low solubility of the solvent material in the solid silicon. The incorporation of the solvent atoms is in a certain range that results in an intentionally controlled doping or electrically inactive impurities in silicon.

6) Able to be removed from the grown silicon crystal by easy physical or chemical means (spinning, wiping or chemical etching).

7) Low cost for high purity material (higher than 99.99%) and low toxic.

Semiconductor properties of the epitaxial layer are closely related to the selection of the solvent. Table 3.1 summarizes the minority carrier lifetime and diffusion length, resistivity, and carrier mobility of LPE grown silicon using various
metal solvents. Overall, silicon layer grown from tin, indium and gallium could satisfy the requirements for thin film silicon solar cells.

Table 3.1 Semiconductor properties of LPE silicon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal solvent</th>
<th>Doping concentration (cm⁻³)</th>
<th>Resistivity (Ω-cm)</th>
<th>Carrier mobility (cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Minority carrier lifetime (µs)</th>
<th>Diffusion length (µm)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al (750)</td>
<td>10⁻⁹</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>~3</td>
<td></td>
<td>[115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu (950)</td>
<td>&lt;10⁻⁶</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td></td>
<td>[116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga (600)</td>
<td>10⁻⁶</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>[117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga (500-900)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50-175</td>
<td>[118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga₀.₇Al₀.₃ (450)</td>
<td>1.4x10⁻¹⁸</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td></td>
<td>[119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In (920)</td>
<td>10⁻⁹</td>
<td>90-260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In (946)</td>
<td>1.8x10⁻¹⁶</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In (1056)</td>
<td>1.2x10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In (1250)</td>
<td>1.6x10⁻¹⁸</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In (900-1200)</td>
<td>10⁻¹⁷⁻¹⁰⁻¹⁸</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-12</td>
<td></td>
<td>[121, 122]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In (+ Ga) (600-900)</td>
<td>5x10⁻¹⁶⁻¹⁰⁻¹⁷</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50-300+</td>
<td></td>
<td>[123, 124]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In (+ Ga) (947)</td>
<td>10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3.5</td>
<td>50-65</td>
<td>[125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In (+ Ga) (920)</td>
<td>5x10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>280</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn (950)</td>
<td>8-22x10⁻¹⁵</td>
<td>0.2-0.7</td>
<td>0.3-1.0</td>
<td>15-30</td>
<td></td>
<td>[127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn (900)</td>
<td>2x10⁻¹⁶</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>150-300</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td></td>
<td>[128]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn (+ Al) (930)</td>
<td>1.5x10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100-200</td>
<td></td>
<td>[129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au-Bi (800-900)</td>
<td>10⁻⁸⁻¹⁰⁻¹⁸</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td></td>
<td>[121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb (990)</td>
<td>0.2-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[130]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: +Ga (with gallium dopant); +Al (with aluminum dopant); blank cell (data not available)
3.2.3 Choice of LPE Growth Temperature

From table 3.1, the growth temperature shows its close relation to the semiconductor properties of the silicon grown from metal solutions. For example, with indium as the solvent, the doping concentrations (cm\(^{-3}\)) of the LPE silicon are \(10^{16}\), \(1.2 \times 10^{17}\) and \(1.6 \times 10^{18}\) when the growth temperature is 920°C, 1056°C and 1250°C respectively. For the solution of indium with gallium dopant, a long carrier diffusion length can be obtained by growing the silicon at a low temperature [93, 124-126].

Generally speaking, a high growth temperature results in a high epitaxial growth rate; increased risk of contamination of the growth solution from the container material; larger post-growth strain for the heteroepitaxial growth; higher vapor pressures of solution component and dopant, and thus difficulties of composition and doping level control of the growth layer.

However, a low growth temperature also has drawbacks: poor nucleation due to the difficulties of removing surface oxide on the substrate at low temperature; low growth rate; failure to remove unwanted impurities from the solution, and therefore a higher background impurity level and lower carrier mobility.

A compromise between various factors is necessary for choosing a growth temperature for a particular application. The device structure, substrate material and other parameters also need to be considered.
3.2.4 Substrate Selection

The selection of substrate is another important consideration for the LPE silicon thin film grown for solar cells. It is closed related to not only the performance of the cell but also the cell fabrication processes. Basically, for the consideration of epitaxial layer quality, the substrate should match the lattice constant and the thermal expansion coefficient of the silicon epitaxial layer.

The low quality sc-Si wafer is a good candidate, since it is less expensive than high quality sc-Si wafer but still retains the most important advantages of a silicon substrate for silicon homoepitaxial growth: perfect lattice match and thermal expansion match between the epitaxial layer and the substrate. The sc-Si substrate only functions as the back contact and the carrier for the epitaxial layer, conducting electricity and providing mechanical support. The epitaxial layer which has better quality and semiconductor properties functions as the active layer of the solar cell. In 1995, it was reported that an efficiency of 18% had been achieved by LPE grown silicon thin film solar cells on low cost P+ type sc-Si substrates, and 17% is achieve on low cost P+ type sc-Si substrates[131, 132].

LPE silicon thin film solar cells on multicrystalline substrate have been studied by a number of groups. A group in ANU (Australian National University) successfully fabricated 15.4% and 15.2% efficiency cells on P type and P+ type mc-Si substrates respectively in 1997[133]. However, 16-18% efficiency solar cells can be produced in large scale on mc-Si wafer without an epitaxy layer grown by LPE. The metallurgical (MG) and upgraded-metallurgical (UMG) silicon
substrate are more interesting as the substrate for LPE silicon thin film solar cell. An efficiency of 10% was achieved by a thin film silicon solar cell on an UMG silicon substrate[134]. An improvement can be made by forming a recrystallized seeding layer (grown by CVD) on the MG/UMG substrate for the LPE growth, and 13% efficiency was achieved[135].

An alternative is to transfer the premium quality epitaxial sc-Si layers to low cost foreign substrate (e.g. glass or ceramics), called layer transferred process (LTP), which was introduced in section 1.2.3. LPE can be used for active layer deposition in the porous silicon LTP and the ‘epilift’ process.

Porous Silicon is formed by anodic dissolution of a highly doped p-type silicon substrate in a chemical mixture of HF and ethanol or acetic acid[85]. The porous layer is usually a few to ten microns thick and has a low porosity (10-20%) at the surface and a high porosity (50-70%) at depth, therefore allowing high epitaxial growth quality and easy subsequent detachment of the epitaxial layer. The thickness and porosity of the porous layer can be simply controlled by changing the electron current and time applied for the electrochemical etching while keeping a constant HF concentration in the chemical mixture.

Single crystalline Silicon wafers with (100) and (111) orientations are used for the epilift process. As introduced in section 1.2.3, a mask layer (SiO2 or carbonized photo resist) with mesh patterned seeds, as shown in figure 3.5, is formed on the sc-Si substrate by thermal growth and lithography. The (100) and (111) orientated substrates results in thin films with diamond-shaped and
parallelogram-like cross-sections, respectively. The misorientation of the seed and spacing between seed are also important to the morphology of the epitaxial layer [79-81].

3.2.5 Epitaxy Lateral Overgrowth (ELO)

It has been demonstrated that the epitaxial growth of silicon and most III-V compounds using either LPE or CVD occurs preferentially in the openings (also called window, vias or seeds) defined in a masking layer on a substrate. The selective growth is an important feature of epitaxial growth that operates under near-equilibrium growth conditions, such as LPE and certain types of CVD. Since the near-equilibrium growth enables the control of nucleation and limits the growth to the opening, this thereby avoids the high supersaturation that results in extraneous nucleation and deposition on the mask. The material used for the mask is usually a layer (up to several hundred nanometers) of dielectrics, metals, or metallic compounds, deposited by various thin film deposition methods. For epitaxial selective growth of silicon, thermal grown SiO\textsubscript{2} is most commonly used for the masking layer.

Epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) is another unique and important feature of the epitaxy under near-equilibrium growth condition, and is a consequence of selective growth. The crystal selectively grown in the openings laterally grows over the masked substrate. ELO has been investigated for more than twenty years due to the interest in the application of silicon-on-insulator (SOI)[136, 137].
LPE has demonstrated its advantages for ELO and SOI: 1) less defective growth; 2) high aspect ratio of lateral growth width to vertical growth thickness; 3) large overgrowth width.

Silicon ELO is also investigated for photovoltaic applications. Selective growth and ELO provide an approach for fabricating sc-Si thin film solar cells and reusing the substrate. In the case of silicon, the (111) plane, having the most compact atom arrangement, is the only preferred faceting surface. Thus, the ELO layer on (111) Si substrates have a planar (111) top surface, illustrated in figure 3.5

![Schematic cross-section of the ELO layer](image)

Figure 3.5 Schematic cross-section of the ELO layer (aspect ratio is define to w/d)

The aspect ratio for VPE is typically 1-5, and the lateral extent of overgrowth is typically ~10µm[138]. LPE has been demonstrated as having larger aspect ratios and lateral growth width. ELO silicon layers with a 0.2µm thickness and an aspect ratio of 80 were achieved by Kinoshita using tin solvent[137]. Also over 100µm overgrowth width was reported by Webber[81], grown by a vertical dipping LPE system from a tin melt. Tin was shown to provide larger overgrowth width than indium.
3.3 Theory of LPE

In this section, the silicon-indium solution is used as an example to introduce the theory of liquid phase epitaxy. Silicon-indium solvent is a simple system and indium results in better electronic and semiconductor properties of the epitaxial layer discussed in section 3.2.2.

3.3.1 Equilibrium Phase Diagram

The temperature-dependent silicon concentration in the indium can be found on the phase diagram shown in figure 3.6. The melting point of indium (156.6 °C) is also the eutectic point, the lowest temperature at which the silicon-indium solution exists. The temperature range from 1000°C to 800°C is generally used for LPE Si growth. When cooling down a saturated Si-In solution, the solubility of silicon in the indium decreases. The difference between the state of the Si-In solution and its equilibrium state is the driving force for silicon nucleation and precipitation. The solidus is so close to the vertical temperature axis that it is almost invisible in figure 3.5, indicating that the silicon precipitated from indium has a very low concentration of indium, shown in table 3.1. At a growth temperature of 946°C, a maximum indium concentration in silicon of $1.8 \times 10^{16}$ atom/cm$^3$ is reported[120]. The silicon grown by LPE from In/Si solution is naturally p-type doped by indium and has been reported to be used for crystalline Si thin film solar cells by many research groups [80, 112, 129].
The phase diagram of the Si-In system was plotted based on the results from a series of experiments. However, to assess the thermodynamic consistency of the data and extrapolate the solubility relations into temperature ranges where it is not covered by experiments, it is useful to develop a phase equilibria model[140]. For a silicon-metal binary system, the liquidus is given implicitly by[141]:

\[-L_{Si} \frac{T_{S_i}}{T_{S_i}} - \int_{T_{S_i}}^{T_{F}} \Delta C_{Si} \, dT + T \cdot \int_{T_{S_i}}^{T_{F}} \frac{\Delta C_{Si}}{T} \, dT = RT \ln \gamma_{Si}^L + RT \ln X_{Si} \]  

(equ.3.1)

where $L_{Si}$ is the latent heat of fusion for silicon at the melting point of silicon, $T_{S_i}^F$ is
the melting point of pure silicon, $\Delta C_{Si}^S$ is the difference in molar heat capacities between solid and liquid silicon $\Delta C_{Si} = \Delta C_{Si}^L - \Delta C_{Si}^S$ , and $\gamma_{Si}^L$ is the activity coefficient of silicon in the liquid phase, indicating the nonideality of the solution. For ideal solution $\gamma_{Si}^L$ is equal to 1.

$$\mu_i^{S,\theta} = \mu_i^{S,\theta}(T) + RT \ln a_i^S$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.2a)

$$\mu_i^{L,\theta} = \mu_i^{L,\theta}(T) + RT \ln a_i^L$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.2b)

In a solid-liquid two phase system, phase equilibrium is achieved when every component $i$ has equal chemical potential both in liquid phase and solid phase $\mu_i^{S,\theta}(T) = \mu_i^{L,\theta}(T)$, where the $\mu_i^{S,\theta}(T)$ and $\mu_i^{L,\theta}(T)$ are the standard or reference chemical potential for component $i$ in solid phase and liquid phase, respectively. The reference chemical potential is temperature-dependent and phase-independent. $R$ is the ideal gas constant and $T$ is the absolute temperature. $a_i$ refers to the activity of component $i$ in each phase. For the Si-In binary system, at equilibrium condition, the equations become:

$$\mu_i^{S,\theta}(T) + RT \ln a_i^S = \mu_i^{L,\theta}(T) + RT \ln a_i^L$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.3a)

$$\mu_i^{S,\theta}(T) + RT \ln a_i^S = \mu_i^{L,\theta}(T) + RT \ln a_i^L$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.3b)

The activities $a_i$ can be expressed in terms of atomic fractions $X_i$ and activity coefficients $\gamma_i$, like $a_i = X_i \cdot \gamma_i$. The equations under equilibrium conditions for each component $i$ become:

$$RT \ln \frac{\gamma_i^{L} X_i^{L}}{\gamma_i^{S} X_i^{S}} = \mu_i^{S,\theta}(T) - \mu_i^{L,\theta}(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.4)
To determine the liquidus in the Si-In binary, pure solid silicon and pure liquid silicon are chosen as the reference states for chemical potential. That is, the reference chemical potential of liquid phase silicon $\mu_{Si}^{L,\theta}(T)$ is equal to the partial molar Gibbs free energy of pure liquid silicon $\overline{G}_{Si}^{L,\theta}(T)$. Since the reference components are pure phases, the partial molar Gibbs free energy $\overline{G}_{Si}^{L,\theta}(T)$ equals the molar Gibbs free energy $G_{Si}^{L,\theta}(T)$. It is the same for the reference chemical potential of the solid phase. Thus, the equations become:

$$RT \ln \frac{y_i^L x_i^L}{y_i^S x_i^S} = \mu_i^{S,\theta}(T) - \mu_i^{L,\theta}(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.5a)

$$= \overline{G}_{Si}^{S,\theta}(T) - \overline{G}_{Si}^{L,\theta}(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.5b)

$$= G_{Si}^{S,\theta}(T) - G_{Si}^{L,\theta}(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.5c)

$$= -\Delta G_{Si}^{FUSS}(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.5d)

All terms on the right-hand side of the equations (Equ.3.5a – Equ.3.5d) are properties of silicon which are only functions of temperature. Therefore, for a certain material, e.g. Si, the activity coefficients determine all the distinctive features of the liquidus.

Generally, the activity coefficients for components $i$ and $j$ of a binary system are:

$$RT \ln y_i = \alpha_{ij} \cdot (1 - X_i)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (equ. 3.6a)
\[ RT \ln \gamma_{ij} = \alpha_{ij} \cdot (1 - X_j)^2 \] (equ. 3.6b)

where \( \alpha_{ij}(T) = a_{ij} - b_{ij}T \) is the binary interaction parameter, which is temperature-dependent (the absolute temperature, unit: Kelvin), but independent of concentration. Table 3.2 shows some references for the binary interaction parameters, of units J mol\(^{-1}\), for metal solvents which are commonly used for silicon LPE growth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary pair</th>
<th>Interaction parameter ((J \text{ mol}^{-1}))</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-Si</td>
<td>-11966</td>
<td>[142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23698</td>
<td>[143]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au-Si</td>
<td>-21004</td>
<td>[142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-Si</td>
<td>24078</td>
<td>[143]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge-Si</td>
<td>6757</td>
<td>[142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Si</td>
<td>36213</td>
<td>[142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39221-7.1\cdot T</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn-Si</td>
<td>26819</td>
<td>[142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82968-20.1\cdot T</td>
<td>[145]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The slope of the liquidus determines the feasible temperature range for growth, as well the growth rate and the maximum amount of silicon that can be deposited for a certain amount of solution. In the case of the Si-In binary system, the equations (equ.3.6) for Si become:
\[ RT \ln y_{Si}^L = (a_{Si-In} - b_{Si-In} \cdot T) \cdot (1 - X_{Si})^2 \]  

(equ. 3.7)

At a low temperature, the solution is dilute in silicon, approximately a few percent of silicon. If it is assumed that \( X_{si} \rightarrow 0 \), then:

\[ RT \ln y_{Si}^L \cong (a_{Si-In} - b_{Si-In} \cdot T) \]  

(equ. 3.8)

so that:

\[ X_{Si} = X_0 \cdot \exp \left( \frac{-L_{Si}a_{Si-In}}{RT} \right) \]  

(equ. 3.9)

where, the quantity \( (L_{Si} + a_{Si-In}) \) represents the enthalpy change when silicon is dissolved in the liquid metal, and can be assumed to be interpreted as the molar heat of solution \( \Delta H_{soln} \). Also,

\[ X_0 = \exp \left( \frac{L_{Si} + b \cdot T_{Si}^F}{RT_{Si}} \right) \]  

(equ. 3.10)

Thus, the slope \( m \) of the liquidus is:

\[ m \equiv \frac{dT}{dX_{Si}} = \frac{R^2}{L_{Si} + a} \cdot \frac{e^{\Delta H/RT}}{X_0} \cdot \frac{RT^2}{(L_{Si} + a)} \]  

(equ. 3.11)

For a transient cooling silicon LPE process, the thickness of \( h \) (in \( \mu m \)) of the grown silicon layer is given by:

\[ h = \frac{W_{In}}{A} \cdot \frac{1}{\rho_{Si}} \cdot \frac{M_{Si}}{M_{In}} \cdot \left[ X_{Si}(T^i) - X_{Si}(T^f) \right] \]  

(equ. 3.12a)

\[ \cong \frac{W_M}{A} \cdot \frac{1}{\rho_{Si}} \cdot \frac{M_{Si}}{M_{In}} \cdot \frac{1}{m} \cdot \Delta T \]  

(equ. 3.12b)

where, \( A \) is the deposition area (cm\(^2\)); \( W_{In} \) is the mass of the indium melt (g); \( M_{In} \) and \( M_{Si} \) are the atomic masses of indium and silicon (g mol\(^{-1}\)), respectively; \( \rho_{Si} \) is the density of solid silicon (g cm\(^{-3}\)); \( X_{Si}(T^i) \) and \( X_{Si}(T^f) \) are the atomic fractions of
silicon in the liquid phase at temperature $T_i$ and $T_f$, which are the growth initiating temperature and terminating temperature respectively (K or °C).

### 3.3.2 Nucleation of Silicon from Indium Melt

The driving force for nucleation and crystal growth is the supersaturation which can be simply and directly achieved by supercooling. As the status of the silicon containing metal melts deviates from the thermodynamic equilibrium and the supercooling is sufficient that the free energy exceeds the surface energy barrier required for stable nuclei formation, the nucleation starts.

The degree of the supercooling can be interpreted or measured by the free energy change, thermodynamically. It is assumed that a spherical nucleus of radius $r$ is formed. Therefore the total free energy of an embryonic nucleus $\Delta G^T$ consists of two parts: the negative free energy change associated with the supercooling and a positive energy change associated with the formation of the Si-In interface:

\[
\Delta G^T = -\frac{4\pi r^3}{3V_m} \Delta H_{sol}^{\text{eq}} \frac{\Delta T}{T_{\text{eq}}} + 4\pi r^2 y_{\text{Si-In}}
\]

where, $T_{\text{eq}}$ is the liquidus temperature at the equilibrium condition, $V_m$ is the molar volume and $y_{\text{Si-In}}$ is the interface energy between solid silicon and the Si-In melt.

To form stable nuclei, the radius $r$ of the nuclei is required to exceed a critical value $r^*$, corresponding to the maximum value of total change of the free energy $\Delta G^*$. By taking the derivative of the $\Delta G^T$ with respect to $r$ and setting it equal to zero, the critical radius is given by:
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\[ r^* = \frac{2 \gamma_{Si-In} V_m T_{eq}^2}{\Delta H_{sol} \Delta T} \]  
\text{(equ. 3.14)}

and the critical free energy for stable nuclei formation is

\[ \Delta G^* = \frac{16\pi \gamma_{Si-In}^2 (T_{eq})^2}{3 (\Delta H_{sol})^2 \Delta T^2} \]  
\text{(equ. 3.15)}

A sufficient supercooling is the essential condition for nucleation, however, a supercooling larger than a certain amount will cause spontaneous nucleation. Brice[146-148] estimated the threshold supercooling for homogeneous nucleation in the bulk of the melt:

\[ \Delta T_{hom} \approx \sqrt{\frac{16\pi \gamma_{S/L}^2 T_{eq}^2}{210 \Delta H_{sol}^2 V_m R}} \]  
\text{(equ. 3.16)}

where \( \gamma_{S/L} \) is the solid-silicon/liquid-indium surface energy and \( \Delta H_{sol} \) is the enthalpy of solution which is approximately the enthalpy of fusion for silicon. \( \Delta T_{hom} \) indicates the amount of supercooling that the Si-In melt can be subjected to without spontaneous nucleation in the bulk of the melt. Such a supercooling estimated for metal solvents such as aluminum, gallium, and tin are on the order of 100°C. A supercooling as high as 70°C for the silicon-tin system at 1100°C and one of 30°C for silicon-tin system at 950°C were reported[149, 150].

3.3.3 LPE Growth Modes

The most well-understood parameters that affect nucleation and the subsequent layer formation are 1) surface and interfacial free energies and 2) the state of the substrate surface, in terms of dislocations, misorientation and lattice mismatch. Therefore, the growth modes, which determine the layer perfection
and surface perfection, are mainly classified in terms of surface and interfacial free energy, shown in figure 3.7, and the state of substrate surface, shown in figure 3.8

Figure 3.7 Growth modes classified by surface and interfacial energies[86, 151]

Three classical growth modes, shown in figure 3.7, were derived thermodynamically by considering the surface and interfacial free energies between the epitaxial layer and the flat substrate surface[152]: 1) the Frank-Van der Merwe (F-VM) mode, which assumes the interfacial energy between substrate and epitaxial layer is dominating, and therefore leads to layer-by-layer growth with a macroscopic interstep distance (1µm is observed for silicon epitaxy above 1100°C)[153]; 2) the Volmer-Weber (VW) mode, which corresponds to the weakest interfacial energy, and thereby results in three-dimensional island growth and coalescence[86, 154]. 3) the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) mode, as the intermediate state between the F-VM and VW modes, in which the growth initially
starts with compact monolayer formation of layer-by-layer and then continues with three-dimensional island formation and coalescence[155-157].

Figure 3.8 Growth modes classified by state of substrate surface[86, 151]

Another four modes are classified by considering the state of the non-flat substrate surface: 4) the screw-island mode, where screw dislocation and high density of screw island growth are present on the growth layer due to the screw dislocation of the substrate[158, 159]; 5) the step-flow mode, where a precisely adjusted misorientation of the substrate (typically 0.8-2.5°) results in short interstep distances and thus prevents islands formation and improves the structure perfection, especially for the VW and SK modes growth; 6) the step-bunching mode, where a large misorientation of the substrate leads to high density step formation. These steps subsequently catch up each other and form
macroscopic steps; 7) the columnar growth mode, being, in principle, a combination of the VW and screw-island modes, or the SK and screw-island modes, where the screw dislocation results in anti-phase grain boundaries at the coalescence of islands[86].

Ideally, the layer-by-layer F-VM mode is desired for premium quality silicon layer growth. Hence, a nearly perfect substrate with misorientation $\theta \approx 0$ is required. Also the supersaturation should be limited to a small value, since the large supersaturation could cause island or cluster formation. However, island formation, step bunching or surface corrugations can be prevented by using the substrate with a precisely adjusted misorientation and microsteps. Because microsteps function as nucleation sites and promote nucleation, they therefore release the supersaturation and improve the perfection of the growth layer.
Chapter 4. Experimental Setup and Procedures

Our early LPE experiments revealed that lateral diffusion close to the substrate surface is the dominant mechanism for silicon epitaxial lateral overgrowth. Thus a growth method that utilizes this lateral diffusion but confines the diffusion from all other directions was proposed. To realize this method we named Lateral Diffusion Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LDLPE), a horizontal slide boat LPE system was built up where the graphite slide boat was specially designed for LDLPE.

4.1 Concept of Lateral Diffusion Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LDLPE)

The term of lateral diffusion LPE emphasize the fact that diffusion of silicon atom in the melt toward the seed are mostly confined to lateral diffusion intentionally, and both the growth rate and the geometry of silicon is thereby determined by lateral diffusion.

LPE selective epitaxy and epitaxial lateral overgrowth have been reviewed in chapter 3. The growth is affected by various mechanisms and parameters. Supercooling and supersaturation are essential parameters for nucleation, however, in addition, substrate surface condition, surface energy and interfacial energies results in different growth modes and crystal morphologies, and surface mass transfer is important for the flatness of the epitaxial layer surface.
An experiment in our lab revealed a mechanism that greatly affects the geometry of the LPE epitaxial lateral overgrowth layer. Comparing with early work done on epilift and ELO (epitaxial lateral overgrowth), we used opening windows with 100µm width as seeds rather than seedlines with a few micron width.

Figure 4.1 shows the epitaxial lateral overgrowth layer on (111) silicon substrate from silicon-indium melt, where the seedline width is 100µm. After a deep etching back which removes the surface oxide and also forms an under-cut underneath the oxide mask layer, a thick (~70µm) Si ELO layer is grown. However, it is not a continuous layer like figure 4.2, but consists of two parts which have a gap between them.

![SEM image of Si ELO layer on 100µm-wide seedline (cross section)](image)

Figure 4.1 SEM image of Si ELO layer on 100µm-wide seedline (cross section)
Figure 4.1 shows that the substrate is etched back by at least 10µm to form a trench. Subsequently the etched-back trench is filled by growing silicon, but leaving the under-cut empty. When the epitaxial silicon exceeds the height of the substrate surface, it grows in opposite directions laterally, forming two parts with a gap between them. Ideally, the epitaxial silicon should grow layer by layer and form a continuous ELO layer without a hollow area at the centre. This indicates that after exceeding the height of the substrate surface, the epitaxial layer grows slower at the centre than its two opposite sides. This phenomenon suggests that silicon atoms diffuse to the seed mostly from the lateral directions, along the substrate surface.
Thus, ideally, if a continuous lateral diffusion is maintained but diffusion from all other directions is reduced, the silicon ELO layer will grow laterally continuously without getting thicker. The concept of maintaining lateral diffusion but confining other sources of silicon atoms is shown in figure 4.3 schematically.

![Figure 4.3 Concept of lateral diffusion LPE (cross section)](image)

A plate is placed over the seedline, leaving a space between the seedline and the plate. The plate should be made of a material on which silicon does not nucleate. Quartz or graphite is suggested. Arrows roughly indicate the direction of silicon diffusion in the melt. Silicon atoms in the growth solution diffuse to the seedline laterally, rather than from the top of the seedline; the diffusion path from the top is blocked by the plate placed over the growth area. Therefore, the ELO layer grows in width but with a limited thickness imposed by the plate.
4.2 Furnace and Graphite Boat for LDLPE

The slide boat LPE system is ideal for exploring the concept of LDLPE, since the slide boat is amenable to various designs and the horizontal tube furnace is highly versatile and offers ease of control of the movement of the slide boat. Moreover, less metal is needed by the horizontal slide boat system than by the vertical dipping system. The drawing and dimensions of the slide boat designed for LDLPE is shown in appendix I.

4.2.1 Horizontal Tube Furnace

A Lindberg three-zone tube furnace (type: 59744-A) has three resistive heat elements individually controlled by three Omega 16-segment programmable
temperature controllers (model: CN4520), one for each. Thus the furnace has a
virtually uniform temperature over the center 30cm length of the 2 inch diameter
tube inside the furnace and excellent radial temperature uniformity. A complex
temperature profile with up to four ramps can be programmed with different rising
slopes, cooling rate and soak time.

Type K-type thermocouples (one per zone) and the microprocessor-based
self-tuning PID temperature controllers provide accurate temperature
measurement and precise temperature control (±1°C) in the temperature range of
200-1100°C.

4.2.2 Vacuum System

Preventing the formation of oxide during the LPE process at a high
temperature is a critical requirement for a successful growth. Oxygen and water
vapor have to be removed prior to raising the temperature of the furnace. A
vacuum system is used to pump the quartz tube down to 10^-6 torr. It consists of a
diffusion pump connected with one end of the quartz tube through a compression
fitting and a mechanical pump on the foreline. The high vacuum is measured and
monitored by an ion gauge installed on the stainless steel tube between the
compression fitting and the gate valve of the diffusion pump.
4.2.3 Gas System

LPE growth needs an inert or reducing atmosphere to prevent oxidation and reduce the vapor pressure of the metal solvent. As shown in figure 4.5, a platinum membrane hydrogen purifier is used to provide ‘7N’ ultra-high purity hydrogen. A tank of ultra-high purity nitrogen is used for purging/flushing the tube after growth. Three high vacuum valves are used to control the purified hydrogen inlet, the nitrogen inlet and the waste gas outlet, respectively. A glass check valve and checking bottles are used between the waste gas outlet valve and the ventilation pipe to prevent gas back-flow.
On the other end of the 2 inch quartz tube, a compression fitting and a clamp fitting with four welded feed-throughs on the flange allow 1/4 inch diameter gas inlet/outlet tubes to connect to the 2 inch quartz tube, and two 3/16 inch diameter quartz pushing rods to go through the fitting and control the movement of slide boat inside the 2 inch quartz tube, as shown in figure 4.6. This configuration offers excellent sealing for both vacuum and atmosphere pressure conditions, thus allows high vacuum during pumping down and leaking-free conditions during LPE growth.

Figure 4.6 Four feed-throughs for gas inlet/outlet and quartz pushing rods

For safety considerations, a hydrogen leak detector is needed as a warning for hydrogen leaking in the case of o-ring failure or glass breakage. Also
the room should be ventilated well and the waste gas should be purged into the ventilation pipe.

4.2.4 Graphite Slide Boat Design for LDLPE

A frame is design and fabricated with high purity pyrolytic graphite to support an oxide silicon plate to be located over the seedline, shown in figure 4.7. With different frame dimensions, plates with different widths \( W \) can be placed over the seedline at different heights \( H \), where \( H \) varies between 0.25mm, 0.50mm and 0.75mm. The plate used is also cut from a silicon wafer with a width of \(~3\text{mm}\). A SiO\(_2\) layer is formed all around the plate surface to prevent undesired nucleation on the plate.

![Graphite frame and plate schematic](image)

Figure4.7 Schematic of the graphite frame to support the plate over the substrate

The conventional LPE slide boat mainly consists of three parts, as shown in figure 4.8 from top to bottom: 1) the holder, which holds the container by
inserting pins through holes on the holder and container; 2) the two-bin (or multi-bin) melt container and 3) the slider, which has positions in which to place silicon source wafers and substrates. The push rod can hook the slider through the hole on its one end and move it freely without moving the container.

Figure 4.8 Conventional LPE graphite slide boat

Figure 4.9 LDLPE slider #1, frames with plates and slider #2, from top to bottom

The LDLPE graphite boat has the same design of the holder and the melt container as a conventional LPE graphite boat, but it has two sliders rather than
one single slider, shown in figure 4.9. Slider #1 can hold two Si substrates and two source wafers. Each of the two graphite frames holds a Si plate sitting over the substrate. Slider #2 has 4 holes and is able to hold the two graphite frames in the two holes on the left. When the LDLPE graphite boat is assembled (shown in figure 4.10), slider #2 is on the top of slider #1. Slider #2 is able to move independently using the second push rod to move the position of the graphite frames (and hence the position of the Si plates) relative to the substrates.

Figure 4.10 Assembled LDLPE slide boat

Figure 4.11 shows the positions of slider #1, slider#2, frames, source wafers, substrates, when they are assembled along arrows in the diagram before the LDLPE graphite boat is loaded into the furnace: source wafers and substrates are placed in the slider #1; two pairs of frame and plate are placed in slider #2. And slide #2 is on the top of slider #1; when sliders are assembled with the melt
container, the melt is on the top of sources wafers. As the system is heated up, the indium melt will dissolve source wafers and get saturated.

![Diagram showing positions of sliders, frames, source wafers, and substrates](image)

**Figure 4.11** Positions of sliders, frames, source wafers, and substrates when assembled

### 4.3 Substrate Preparation

As introduced in chapter 3, the (111) substrate results in a flat surface epitaxial layer rather than a layer with a diamond or pyramid cross-section resulting from growth on a (100) substrate. For the purpose of growing single crystalline wafers directly by LDLPE, n-type (111) CZ single crystalline silicon substrates are adopted. Theoretically, silicon grown from indium melt is naturally p-doped. Thus, using the n-type substrate will result in a depletion region between the epitaxial layer and the substrate and promotes ease of electrical measurement of the p-type layer without taking off the epitaxial layer from the substrate.
4.3.1 Substrate Cutting

Rectangular substrates are cut from n-type (111) mono-crystalline Si wafer to a size of 20mm x 12mm by using a dicing saw. Then all corners of the substrate are chamfered by grinding on sand-paper with care. Scratches on the substrate surface should be avoided. Also, 12mm x3mm plates are cut from the same wafer.

Then, the substrates and plates are cleaned by the following procedure: 10 minutes ultrasonic clean in acetone and methanol to degrease; rinse in deionized wafer; 10 minutes gentle boil in a solution of H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}:H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}=2:1 and rinse in deionized water; 10 minutes gentle boil in a solution of HCl: H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}=2:1 and rinse in deionized water; 20 seconds dip in buffered HF solution to remove the native oxide and rinse in deionized water; finally, blowing the substrate and plate surfaces until dry by high purity nitrogen.

4.3.2 Silicon Dioxide Growth

After cleaning, substrates and plates are placed in a quartz boat and then put into an oxidation tube furnace. With a steady ultra-high purity oxygen flow, substrates and plates are sintered at 1200°C for 3 hours. Then a SiO\textsubscript{2} layer (~400nm) is formed on the surfaces of the substrate and plate.

4.3.3 Mask Fabrication by Photo-Lithography

The SiO\textsubscript{2} mask layer is fabricated on the substrate by the following steps: spin coating a photoresist (model:S1808) film of ~0.8µm on the substrate at a
speed of 3000rpm for 30sec; baking substrate at 90°C for 1min 20sec to partially evaporate the organic solvent in the photoresist and harden the photoresist film; covering the substrate by the mask with the desired pattern followed by exposure under UV light (UV lamp: ENTELA B 100AP) for 40 sec; rinsing the substrate in developer (model:351) for 60sec; rinsing the substrate with deionized water and baking it at 120°C for 5mins; etching the substrate in buffered HF solution (40% NH4F: 49% HF=10:1 in volume) for approximately 6mins 30sec; rinsing the substrate in deionized water and then repeating the cleaning procedures list in section 4.3.1 to remove the photoresist and organic/inorganic residues.

Substrates with different mask patterns are made, as shown in figure 4.12. The seedlines are orientated along the <211> direction, perpendicular to the primary flat, making each single seedline line up in the same direction. The width of the seedline is 100μm, and the width of the central bar, in figure 4.11(b), is 600μm. Before loading into the LPE furnace, the substrates with the SiO2 mask are cleaned again by repeating the above cleaning procedures. The clean surface will minimize contamination and seedline oxidation which will improve the wettability by indium and therefore improve nucleation on the seedlines.

The source wafers, which are used to saturate the indium melt, are cut from slightly p-type doped Si wafers having the same size as the substrate. The source wafer is cleaned by following the same cleaning procedure as the substrate before the experiment.
4.4 Silicon LDLPE Growth Procedure

First, the LDLPE graphite boat is loaded with the indium (in the melt container), two graphite frames with plates (in slider #2), two substrates and two p-type source wafers (in slider #1). The slideboat is mounted inside the quartz tube. Then the tube is evacuated and filled with flowing palladium-purified (7N) hydrogen before heating.
Figure 4.13 shows the LDLPE Si strip growth cycle between 950 °C and 850 °C. The basic steps are: 1) The furnace is heated to 950 °C; 2) The graphite boat is baked overnight to remove oxide in the indium melt and to prevent the substrates from oxidizing during growth and the indium is saturated by p-type Si source wafer at 950 °C. The sliders remain their positions relative to the melt until this step, as shown in figure 4.11; 3) Slider #1 and Slider #2 are pushed forward together. The frames with plates and substrates are moved into saturated In/Si melt, as shown in figure 4.14. And the temperature decreases from 950 °C to 850 °C slowly at the cooling rate of 0.25 °C/min. The silicon dissolved in the indium melt precipitates on the seedline until the concentration of silicon in the melt decreases from 1.71% to 0.53% in atomic percentage[139]; 4) The growth is terminated by moving the substrate away from the silicon-rich indium melt.

Figure 4.14 Positions of sliders, frames, source wafers when growth starts
Finally, after cooling down the system and purging the hydrogen in the quartz tube, the graphite boat and substrate can be taken out from the quartz tube. The residual indium on the substrate can be removed by hot HCl.

4.5 Pre-wetting Technique

Good wetting of substrate/seed line by indium/silicon alloy melt is an essential requirement for LDLPE. Non-wetting or partial wetting will cause growth failure. Figure 4.15 shows wetting properties of indium on silicon and SiO₂. The small contact angle θ indicates indium can wet pure silicon very well, and the large contact angle indicates the poor wetting properties of indium on SiO₂.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.15 (a) Indium melt on pure silicon with an acute contact angle; (b) Indium melt on SiO₂ with an obtuse contact angle
For LPE growth on the substrate with a patterned SiO₂ mask, wetting is not a problem. However, as shown in figure 4.16 for LDLPE, no matter the plate is push into indium melt with substrate or later than the substrate, because the plate and most areas of the substrate are covered by SiO₂ which cannot be wet well by indium, the plate will push the indium melt away and leave an H₂ bubble (in H₂ atmosphere) between the plate and the substrate. The existence of the H₂ bubble and poor wetting will cause growth failure.

The LDLPE wetting problem is solved by means of pre-wetting, shown in figure 4.17. The space between the plate and the substrate is filled with a droplet of indium before the graphite is mounted inside the quartz tube. Subsequently the indium melt gets saturated by the source wafer. The plates and substrates are pushed into the saturated indium melt together and the plate will now be surrounded by the indium melt, since the space between the plate and substrate
is filled by indium already. Some small H₂ bubbles may stay in this space, however, by moving the plate forward and backward a few times, we can eliminate these bubbles.

![Figure 4.17 Procedures of pre-wetting the substrate and eliminating the H₂ bubble by moving the plate backward and forward](image)

**4.6 Characterization Techniques**

**4.6.1 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)**

SEM (JEOL 7000F) is used to characterize the silicon epitaxial layers grown by LPE and LDLPE from the indium melt. All images were collected using the secondary electron detector. Energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) is not used to characterize the components of the silicon epitaxial layer, since the impurities concentration in the silicon epitaxial layer is much less than the resolution of EDS for material characterization.
4.6.2 X-Ray Diffraction

By comparing observed X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns with those in the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction (JCPD) Database, the crystal structure of the silicon ELO layer grown by LDLPE is determined. The diffraction patterns (rocking curve and 2-theta scan) were collected with a Nicolet diffractometer using a copper $K_{\alpha}$ radiation of 0.154nm (Bruker D8 Advance).

4.6.3 Photoconductive Decay

The minority carrier lifetime of the LDLPE silicon ELO layer is characterized by the photoconductive decay measurement. The apparatus mainly consists of a DC power supplier, a function generator (PHILIPS PM 5715), a pre-amplifier (Stanford Research System SR570) with a response time of 0.1µs and a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 1002B).

4.6.4. Hall Effect

The Hall Effect measurement is performed using Accent HL5500PC Hall Effect system with HL5580 amplifier at room temperature. It enables measurement of resistivity, carrier concentration and mobility on a wide range of semiconductors and with minimum effort in sample preparation. Thus carrier concentration in the LDLPE silicon ELO layer can be estimated by assuming all dopant atoms are ionized at room temperature.
Chapter 5. Experimental Results and Discussions

Epitaxy layer overgrowth of silicon is achieved by traditional LPE and LDLPE. By comparing their results, it is demonstrated that the configuration of LDLPE successfully improves the aspect ratio of the ELO layer. The measured electrical characteristics of the silicon ELO layer produced by LDLPE satisfy the electrical property requirements for solar grade silicon wafers. At the end of this chapter, parameters that affect the LDLPE results are discussed.

5.1 Single Crystalline Si Grown by Conventional LPE

5.1.1 Geometries of Si Strips

To grow epitaxial silicon ELO layer by LPE, the graphite boat shown in figure 4.8 is used. The substrates are cut from n-type (111) sc-Si wafers. A SiO$_2$ layer is formed on the substrate and is patterned as a multiple seedline mask, as shown in figure 4.12(b).

The growth starts at 950°C and is terminated at 850°C with a cooling rate of 0.5°C/min. To improve the wetting of indium on the seedline, an etching back process is adopted: when the substrate is moved into contact with the indium melt, the temperature is raised by 5°C for 5mins, and then the cooling down process begins.

Figure 5.1 shows a SEM image of the silicon grown on the substrate. On the central bar area, a layer of silicon is deposited, however there are large
grooves on the surface. On each seedline, two silicon strips are formed, with smooth top surfaces and side walls. The lengths of the silicon strips are up to 5mm, the length of the seedline on each side of the central bar. No silicon deposition is found on the area masked by SiO₂.

Figure 5.1 SEM image of epitaxial silicon grown by LPE on the substrate with multiple seedline (top view with a 60 degree angle)

In order to see the cross-section of the silicon strips grown by LPE, the sample is embedded into epoxy. After the epoxy is cured, the plane of the epoxy block that is perpendicular to the silicon strips is ground using 600 Grit, 800 Grit, and then 1200 Grit sandpapers until the cross-sections of the middle of the silicon strips appear. Then the cross section is polished with 6µm, and then 1µm
diamond paste, and finally with colloidal silica. This process is illustrated in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Illustration of grinding and polishing process for the cross-section preparation of the LPE silicon strips (the epoxy is ground until the plane indicated by the dash line is reached)

Figure 5.3 SEM image of the cross-section of silicon strips grown by LPE
The ELO layers grown by LPE (the strips) are shown in figure 5.3: the thicknesses of the strips are 70-90 μm; the widths are around 90 μm and the aspect ratios are 1-1.28. The etching back process results in large under-cuts larger than 10μm, suggesting a small temperature rise and/or etching back (due that occurred for a short time.

5.1.2 Formation of Under-cut during the Etching Back Process

The formation of the under-cut is illustrated in figure 5.4. Due to the temperature rise of the melt, the silicon-saturated indium melt become unsaturated. Therefore the silicon is dissolved into the indium melt, and silicon atoms diffuse to build a new equilibrium condition, as indicated by the dots and
arrows in figure 5.4. At the beginning, only the silicon in the opening window area is dissolved. If equilibrium is not yet reached, the silicon is continuously dissolved isotropically, toward the underneath of the SiO$_2$ mask, forming the under-cuts.

5.1.3 Si Strip Grown on Single Seedline Substrate

![SEM image of Si strips grown on single seedline substrate (cross-section)](image)

Figure 5.5 SEM image of Si strips grown on single seedline substrate (cross-section)

When a single seedline substrate (cut from (111) wafer with 0.5° misorientation) is used for LPE growth with the same processes as above, the deposition area is only a single seedline. If the cooling rate remains the same (0.5°C/min), the supersaturation will be much larger than that when the multiple seedline substrate is used. A very large supersaturation can cause a fast growth rate, but can also result in spontaneous nucleation in the melt and heterogeneous
nucleation on the SiO₂ mask. Therefore, a smaller cooling rate of 0.25°C/min is used, and the growth result is shown in figure 5.5.

The strips grown on the single seedline substrate are bigger than that shown in figure 5.4 as expected: the thicknesses are 173-207 μm; the widths are 206-262 μm and the aspect ratios are 1-1.5. Although a small cooling rate of 0.25°C/min is used, terraces and steps are formed on the silicon strips. The reason is likely fast but uneven growth due to the large supersaturation. The aspect ratios of the strips are not significantly different from those of strips grown on the multiple seedline substrates. This result indicates that the cooling rate has no obvious effect on the aspect ratio of the strips.

5.2 Single Crystalline Si Grown by LDLPE

5.2.1 Improvement of the Silicon Strip Aspect ratio

LDLPE silicon is grown on a single seedline substrate, with a configuration that the plate has a width of W=2.7mm and is situated a height H=0.5mm above the seedline, see figure 4.7. The pre-wetting process introduced in section 4.5 ensures a good wetting of indium on the seedline which has only a 0.5mm space between itself and the plate. Also, the indium used for the pre-wetting process removes native oxide on the seedline when the system temperature rises from room temperature to the growth start temperature. Hence, some etching back is caused by the pre-wetting process, and a separate etching back process before growth is not necessary.
Figure 5.6 SEM image of cross section of Si strips grown by LPE (aspect ratio: 1.75-2.82)

Figure 5.7 SEM image of cross section of Si strips grown by LPE (aspect ratio: 1.5-2.75)
The growth starts at the temperature 950°C and is terminated at 850°C at a cooling rate of 0.25°C/min. For strips in figure 5.6, the thickness is 83-126 μm, the width is 220-234 μm and the aspect ratio is 1.75-2.82. For strips in figure 5.7, the thickness is 80-120 μm, the width is 180-220 μm, and the aspect ratio is 1.5-2.75.

The average aspect ratio of LDLPE strips is bigger than 2, indicating the plate sitting over the seed line has a significant effect of increasing the aspect ratio and changes in cooling rate and substrate only have a minor contribution.

5.2.2 Formation of Terraces and Vacancies

Although (111) planes are favorable facets for both LDLPE and LPE strips, LDLPE strips have terraces on the surfaces and vacancies in the solid, as shown in figure 5.6 and figure 5.7. This is probably caused by the large supersaturation, since the precipitation of silicon on the single seedline may not able to effectively release the supersaturation built up during the cooling process.

When the silicon precipitates on the seed line and the strip keeps growing, each facet of the strip tends to form a (111) plane, which has the highest atom density and smallest surface energy. After a facet becomes a (111) plane, it become a less favorable growth facet, because Si atoms prefer to precipitate on other non-(111) plane facets until they become smooth (111) planes and therefore reduce the surface energy. After all facets become (111) planes, the Si strip tends to grows slower and layer by layer. However, due to the large surface
area of the strip and the large supersaturation, the starting point of the layer growth is random, and the growth front may not propagate from one end to another on the strip facet. The growth front may stop somewhere and another layer may start to grow in a different direction and therefore terraces are formed. If a bridge is formed between two terraces, a vacancy will be formed in the silicon strip.

Figure 5.8 SEM image of cross-section of LDLPE Si strips with large terrace

Figure 5.8 shows a good example of the turning of growth direction. At the beginning, the two strips grow to the right and the left respectively. Half way through the growth, the left strip forms a perfect (111) plane on the left side facet. Therefore the strip stops growing to the left but grows upward. And then, again, it stops growing upward but grows to the right. At the same time, although ledges form on the right-most end of the right strip, the right strip keeps growing to the
right and achieves a large aspect ratio over 3, where the width is \(~180\mu\text{m}\) and the thickness is \(~50\mu\text{m}\).

5.3 X-Ray Crystallography

5.3.1 Silicon Strip Separation from Substrate

When a LDLPE Si strip is characterized by X-ray diffraction, it is best peeled off from the substrate, because the LDLPE Si strip is homogenously epitaxially grown on the (111) Si substrate and the strip most likely has the same diffraction pattern as the substrate. A process is developed to separate the LDLPE strips and the substrate which is illustrated in figure 5.9 and figure 5.10:

![Diagram of bonding Si strips to glass carrier with crystal bond](image)

Figure 5.9 Bonding Si strips to glass carrier with crystal bond

1) Cover the masked area of the substrate with heat resistant plastic film such as Mylar™, a polyester film, leaving the silicon strips uncovered. The Mylar™ film has a thickness of \(~50\mu\text{m}\) and could withstand a high temperature up
to 200°C. 2) Heat the substrate to 90°C on a hot plate and apply crystal bond on the substrate. Due to the use of Mylar™ film, the molten crystal bond merges the silicon strips and covers the Mylar™ film, but does not contact the substrate. 3) When the silicon strips are fully emerged in the molten crystal bond, a microscope slide is put on the molten crystal bond as the glass carrier.

![Figure 5.10 Separating silicon strips from the substrate](image)

4) After cooling the sample down to the room temperature, the crystal bond solidifies and bonds the silicon strips and Mylar films to the microscope slide. A mechanical force applied to the microscope slide will break the silicon strips at the seedline and separate them from the substrate, as shown in figure 5.10. 5) When the crystal bond is dissolved in acetone, the silicon strips are separated from the Mylar films and microscope slide, and are ready for the X-ray diffraction characterization.
5.3.2 X-ray Diffraction of LDLPE Silicon Strip

The rocking curve and 2-theta scan are obtained using Bruker D8 Advance XRD system. Figure 5.11 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of 2-theta scan from 25° to 70°. Only one single peak is observed at 28.45°. By comparing the results with the silicon XRD patterns in the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction (JCPD) Database, the observed peak is identified as the diffraction pattern of (111) planes of crystalline silicon. The absence of other peaks indicates that the LDLPE silicon strips are (111) single crystals with diamond cubic crystal structure.

Figure 5.11 XRD pattern of 2-theta scan for LDLPE Si strip
Figure 5.12 XRD pattern of (111) rocking curve for LDLPE Si strip

Figure 5.12 shows the XRD pattern of (111) rocking curve for a LDLPE Si strip peeled off from the (111) Si substrate. The peak is observed at 12.4°, having a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.03°.

Theoretically, silicon strips grown at a near equilibrium condition should have near perfect crystal structure. However the FWHM of the rocking curve of the LDLPE silicon strip is much larger than that of an epitaxial thin film grown by LPE and MOCVD, which can grow. Two possible reasons may cause this result: 1) the silicon strip is very narrow relative to the width of the X-ray beam 2) The terraces on the strip surface and vacancies in the strip may also cause widening of the rocking curve peak.
5.4 Electrical Characterization

5.4.1 Hall Effect

Theoretically, the Si strip grown from the indium melt is naturally doped by indium, resulting a p-type doping. The concentrations according to a solubility limit of indium in solid silicon are temperature dependent, ranging from $10^{16}$/cm$^3$ to $1.6\times10^{18}$/cm$^3$, for growth temperatures from 920°C to 1250°C respectively [111, 120]. A high growth temperature results in a high growth rate, however, it also results in a high doping level. The doping level and the mobility of holes are significant to solar cells. The p-type crystalline silicon wafer for solar cells are typically required to have a relatively low doping levels on the order of $10^{16}$/cm$^3$ and resistivities ranging from 0.1 to 5Ω·cm [160, 161].

For Hall Effect measurement, two sample configurations are normally adopted: 1) Van der Pauw samples or 2) bar or bridge-type samples, illustrated in figure 5.13 and figure 5.14 respectively. The Van der Pauw configuration requires that the sample should be of uniform and small thickness and relatively large in area, and that the contacts are sufficiently small and located on the perimeter of the sample. The bar or bridge-type configurations require the sample to be symmetrical and suggests a sample length of 10~15mm, and a sample width >2mm[162].

Although the LDLPE method improves the width: thickness aspect ratio, the typical size of strip obtained after one growth cycle is smaller than 0.2mm x 0.1mm x 5mm (width x thickness x length). This makes contact making on the
strip for Hall Effect measurement very difficult for either the Van der Pauw configuration or the bridge-type configuration.

Figure 5.13 Typical Van der Pauw patterns and contacts positions[162]

Figure 5.14 Typical bridge-shape samples and contact positions (10mm ≤ L ≤ 15mm, W ≤ 0.2L, A ≤ W/3, B ≥ 2W and C ≥ 1mm)[162]

To obtain a sample which satisfies the requirements for Hall Effect measurement, a layer of Si is epitaxially grown on the antimony doped n-type substrate (cut from (111) wafer with 0.5° misorientation) with a round-shape opening window, using the same temperature profile as the LDLPE Si strip growth. The thin film is round, 40μm thick and has an area of 3.2mm², as shown in figure 5.15. Four ohmic contacts are formed by painting gallium/indium eutectic
alloy on the circumference of the silicon film. Although the sample shape and contact positions do not resemble any of the three typical configurations shown in figure 5.13, they satisfy the Van der Pauw requirements for Hall Effect measurements.

Because the same growth temperature and same cooling rate are used, the silicon film for Hall Effect measurement is supposed to have a similar composition, a similar doping level, and similar semiconductor properties to the LDLPE Si strips. Commercial p-type solar grade silicon is typically doped by boron at a level ~ 2 x10^{16}/cm^3 and the doping level can be varied according to the specific solar cell process. Correspondingly, p-type silicon with resistivity from 0.1 to 5Ω·cm is used for solar cells. [161]. In figure 5.16, it can be found that solar grade silicon has a hole mobility around 350 cm^2/V·s, typically.
The Hall Effect measurement is performed using Accent HL5500PC Hall Effect system with HL5580 amplifier at room temperature. The substrate is antimony n-type doped, having a resistivity of 1-10Ω·cm. If the epitaxial layer is p-type, a p-n junction will be formed between the epitaxial silicon film and the substrate. The Hall Effect system is able to correct for the effect of the depletion region and measure the junction-isolated layers.

According to references[126], the LPE silicon grown from indium is naturally p-type doped. However, the measured result shows that the epitaxial film is n-type, not p-type as we expected. Its resistivity is 0.41 ohm-cm, the carrier concentration is $3.9 \times 10^{16}/\text{cm}^3$, and the measured electron mobility is 391 cm$^2$/V·s. There are some potential problems that may cause the observed conflict between measurement result and our expectation. One is the metal contacts on the
epitaxial layer are also on the side of the epitaxial layer and reach the oxide mask layer. The metal contact may penetrate the oxide or diffuse through the boundary between the oxide and the epitaxial layer, and reach the n-type substrate during the heat treatment. Therefore, in the future, Hall Effect measurement should be done on the detached LDLPE strip when we achieve bigger size, which is big enough for making a Hall Effect measurement sample.

To investigate the dopant concentration, a series of Hall Effect measurements should be carried out to find the carrier concentrations at different temperatures and hence determine activation energy for the dopant. Since at an intermediate temperature, the carrier concentration approximately equals the net doping, \( |N_A - N_D| \), it decreases at low temperature due to incomplete ionization of the dopants and increases at high temperature because the intrinsic density approaches the net doping density.

At high temperature, for n-type silicon, the carrier density simply equals to the intrinsic carrier concentration,

\[
n = n_i = \sqrt{N_C N_V} \exp \left( \frac{-E_g}{2kT} \right) \tag{equ. 5.1}
\]

for \( T \geq \frac{E_g}{k \ln N_C N_V - 2k \ln |N_D - N_A|} \)

where \( N_C \) and \( N_V \) are the density of state in conduction band and valence band respectively, \( N_D \) and \( N_A \) are the donor density and acceptor density respectively.

At low temperature, the carrier density is dominated by the ionization of dopants,
\[ n = \frac{- (N^* + N_A)}{2} + \sqrt{\frac{(N^* + N_A)^2}{4} + N^* (N_D - N_A)} \]  

\text{for } T \leq \frac{E_g}{k \ln N_C N_V - 2 k \ln |N_D - N_A|}

where \( E_C \) is the energy state of the conduction band and \( E_D \) is the energy of donor impurity state, so \( E_C - E_D \) is the ionization energy.

\[ N^* = \frac{N_C}{2} \exp\left( - \frac{E_C - E_D}{2} \right) \]  

\text{(equ. 5.3)}

The temperature dependence of carrier concentration is related to the activation energy by fitting the carrier density versus \( 1/T \) on a semi-logarithmic scale to a straight line of the form \( n(T) = C \exp(-E_A/kT) \), where \( C \) is a constant. At high temperature, the activation energy equals to half the bandgap \( E_A = E_g/2 \).

At low temperature, it equals to half the ionization energy \( E_A = (E_C - E_D)/2 \) when the electron density is lower than the donor density but higher than the acceptor density, or equals to ionization energy \( E_A = E_C - E_D \), when electron density is lower than the acceptor density. The energy of the donor follows the Fermi-Dirac distribution, therefore the concentration of ionized donor is obtained by

\[ N_D^* = n = N_D [1 - f_F(E_D)] \]  

\text{(equ. 5.4)}

and then a quadratic equation for free carrier concentration can be obtained, where \( g \) is the ground state degeneracy and \( E_d = E_C - E_D \)

\[ n^2 - \frac{1}{g} N_D N_C e^{-E_d/kT} + \frac{1}{g} n N_C e^{-E_d/kT} = 0 \]  

\text{(equ. 5.5)}
Therefore, when the free carrier concentration and activation energy are obtained from Hall Effect measurement, the dopant concentration can be obtained from equation 5.5[164]

5.4.2 Photoconductive Decay

The photoconductive decay time $\tau$ refers to the minority carrier lifetime at an ideal condition, where the sample is not modified and the surface recombination is negligible. However, most photoconductive decay measurement techniques produce the “effective lifetime” which is a conglomeration of bulk and surface recombination and device effects. To eliminate the device effects which are caused by forming contacts on the sample, contactless techniques are used, such as the microwave photoconductive decay technique[165]. Methods to distinguish the bulk and surface recombination are much more complicated: multiple measurements are required, and for most occasions, complicated surface preparation, dedicated equipment and/or sacrificial measurement samples are required.

Due to the small size of the LDLPE silicon strip sample, it is not practical to perform a contactless measurement, and very difficult to passivate the sample surface. The photoconductive decay time measured by using the experiment setup shown in figure 5.17 actually provides the “effective minority lifetime” of the sample. The following discussion and calculation is based on the assumption that the LDLPE strip is naturally doped with indium and is p-type silicon.
Figure 5.17 Experiment setup for photoconductive decay measurement

The silicon strip is first separated from the substrate and then ohmic contacts are formed on each end of the Si strip. The distance between the two contacts is 4mm. Bias across the sample is applied by a DC power supplier. The test strip is uniformly illuminated by super bright red ($\lambda=660\text{nm}$) light emitting diodes (LEDs) ($\lambda=660\text{nm}$, maker: Avago). The LEDs produce light pulses of 0.64s in width with a time delay of 0.64s between two pulses. The photo-generated pulses are amplified by SRS SR570 pre-amplifier with a response time of 0.1µs and they are recorded by a digital oscilloscope. Then the data is analyzed by a computer to determine the photoconductive decay time.

Figure 5.18 shows the measured photoconductance at room temperature when the bias voltage $V_B$ across the sample is 1V. The photoconductance decays exponentially versus time and the time constant of the exponentially fitted curve is 24.4µs.
Figure 5.18 Photoconductive signal and the exponential fitting curve, bias = 1V

Figure 5.19 Photoconductive decay time measured with 1V, 3V, 5V and 10V bias at 300K
However, when a larger bias voltage is applied, a smaller photoconductive decay time is measured. Figure 5.19 shows the photoconductive decay time measured with 1V, 3V, 5V and 10V bias voltage, which are 24.4µs, 17.1µs, 12.0µs and 9.0µs respectively. These measured data points are fitted by an exponential function:

\[
y = A_1 \times e^{\frac{-x}{t_1}} + y_0
\]

(equ. 5.1)

where \( A_1 = 24.16 \), \( t_1 = 3.21 \) and \( y_0 = 6.72 \). This equation indicates an estimated photoconductive decay time \( y = A_1 + y_0 \approx 30.9\mu s \), when bias voltage is zero \( (x = 0) \), obtained by extrapolating the curve as shown in figure 5.19.

The effect of the bias voltage on the measured results is firstly complicated by the possibility of high-level injection. Under the high-level injection condition, the exponential decay is no longer valid. The excess minority carriers cannot decay exponentially, since there are not enough recombination sites, which are mostly occupied by injected electrons. Therefore, the recombination slows down and measured decay time should become longer under the high-level injection condition. Since we see a good fit of the decay with an exponential function, we will assume low level injection.

The “end effect” may explain why the photoconductive decay time decreases as the bias voltage increases. In an infinitely large sample, a light pulse generates excess carriers in a localized region. After the light is turned off, these excess carriers drift in the applied electric field until they recombine. When the sample is of a finite size, it is possible that excess carriers reach the metal...
contact at the end of the sample before they recombine. In this condition, when excess carriers reach the metal contact, they are collected instantly, and the measured decay time appears shorter than the actual value.

Figure 5.20 shows the schematic of the sample with metal contacts on each end and the energy band diagram along the sample. Due to the heat treatment for making ohmic contacts, p⁺ regions are formed in the contact regions of the sample. In these heavily doped p⁺ regions, the minority lifetime $\tau_{\text{end}}$ is much shorter than $\tau_{\text{bulk}}$, the minority lifetime in the bulk. However, the p⁺ region has very small thickness, and therefore has negligible effect on the measured result.

![Figure 5.20 Schematic of photoconductive measurement sample and the energy band diagram](image)

In order to avoid the "end effect", the transit time $\tau_t$ that defines the time for carriers to drift from the middle of the sample to the contact, should be much larger than the minority carrier lifetime $\tau_{\text{bulk}}$. Now $\tau_{\text{bulk}}$ is equal to the measured
photoconductive decay time, and surface recombination can be ignored. Transit time can be evaluated as follows:

\[ \tau_t = \frac{\text{distance}}{\text{velocity}} = \frac{L/2}{\mu E} = \frac{L/2}{\mu V_0/L} = \frac{L^2}{2 \mu E} \]  
(equ. 5.2)

where \( V_0 \) is the applied bias voltage across the sample, \( L \) is the length of the sample, and \( \mu \) is the carrier mobility.

![Figure 5.21 Electron drift mobility vs. total doping concentration for Si at 300K][163]

From the Hall Effect measurement, the carrier concentration of the silicon strip is around 3.9 \( \times 10^{16} \) cm\(^3\). The electron drift mobility is approximately 1100 cm\(^2\)/V·s, shown in figure 5.21. Therefore the transit time \( \tau_t \) is 72.7\( \mu \)s, 24.2\( \mu \)s, 14.5\( \mu \)s, and 7.3\( \mu \)s for 1V, 3V, 5V and 10V bias, respectively. Comparing with the measured photoconductive decay time, with 1V bias applied, the transit time \( \tau_t \) is 2 times larger than the photoconductive decay time, indicating the “end effect” will
only have a small effect when the bias voltage is smaller than 1V for this sample. However, a small bias voltage will cause difficulties for measurement, since the noise signal becomes relatively big.

When the bias voltage is assumed to be 0V, electrons, the minority carriers will not drift to the metal contact and the “end effect” can be negligible. Therefore the estimated photoconductive decay time $\tau = 30.9 \mu s$ which can approximately refer to the minority lifetime, is close to the 40\(\mu\)s shown in figure 5.22 from the literature[166].
5.5 Random Walk Modeling and Monte Carlo Simulation

In order to understand the mechanism of LDLPE silicon strip growth, a 2-D Monte Carlo random walk model is used to simulate the effect of the plate on the aspect ratio of the silicon strip. Some assumptions are applied: 1) The indium/silicon melt is a dilute solution and silicon atoms are randomly distributed in the melt; 2) Silicon atoms move randomly and independently of other silicon atoms; 3) The silicon atom sticks when it reaches the solid silicon; it continues the random walk when it reaches the SiO₂ mask or/and the plate; 4) The site occupation probability depends on the surface condition: free silicon atoms favor sites that have more silicon atom neighbours over sites having fewer silicon atom neighbours; 5) the substrate and the epitaxial silicon have the simple crystal structure shown in figure 5.23; 6) indium doping is ignored.

![Figure 5.23 The simplified crystal structure and the site occupation probability](image)

1 > A > B > C > 0.

It is not practical to fully simulate 3-D bulk LDLPE Si growth by calculating each atom, since a huge amount of calculation is needed and it exceeds the computing capability of our desktop computers. To simplify the simulation, the
Monte Carlo random walk model was performed in a small 2-D space, presented by a 1000 x 1000 unit matrix. Each unit is occupied by a particle, formed by a group of atoms, either indium or silicon. Each silicon atom can move one unit during each time interval in one of the four directions randomly by exchanging its position with the neighboring indium melt atom, with equal probability. The seedline is 100 units wide and is located in the lower middle of the matrix. The plate is represented by a rectangle in the model which is 100 units above the seed line. The dimension of the rectangle is 200 x 50 unit, which is not to scale. Figure 5.24 shows both the LDLPE and LPE results for a comparison.

Figure 5.24 Monte Carlo simulation of the effect of plate on Si strip aspect ratio

The width of the strip is defined from the middle of the seed line to the most right/left points, and the height is defined from the bottom to the highest point. Overall, the trend of mass transport is toward the seed line. The growth rate at the Si/SiO₂ interface is higher than that at the center of the seed line, because the large area of SiO₂ helps mass transport. The silicon starts to grow
laterally over the SiO₂ mask, and the gap at the center of the seed line starts to form, as shown in figure 5.24, which corresponds to the gap between two strips shown in the SEM image of the silicon strip cross-section. The average aspect ratio is 2.41 for LDLPE strips and 1.90 for LPE strips. Although the model is greatly simplified and the dimensions are not to scale, the simulation results demonstrate the contribution of the plate on the strip aspect ratio, which is supported by the experimental results.

5.6 Discussion

When multiple seedline substrates are used for silicon LPE growth, two strips are formed along each seedline, one strip on each Si/SiO₂ interface, as shown in figure 5.1. On the central bar area which is six times wider than the seedline, the epitaxial layer has a non-smooth surface, with large grooves on its surface. In contrast, the silicon strips have very smooth surfaces which are (111) planes. These results reveal that 1) the Si/SiO2 interface is the preferred nucleation site; 2) the growth rate on the seedline is higher than that on the large area; this is probably caused by the mass transport on the SiO2 surface; 3) the epitaxial lateral overgrowth can eliminate the defect caused by the large misorientation of the substrate.
5.6.1 Cooling Rate and Supersaturation

There are many parameters which can effectively affect the crystal quality and geometries of the silicon strips grown by LPE and LDLPE. For example, although a smaller cooling rate is adopted for LDLPE than that for LPE growth, the LDLPE strips is of less quality than LPE strips, since large terraces are formed on the surface and vacancies are formed in the strips. This is probably caused by the un-released large supersaturation which is a result of insufficient available nucleation area. When silicon is epitaxially grown using conventional LPE on an area which is much larger than the seedline, using a small cooling rate of 0.25°C, an epitaxial layer with smooth surface can be obtained, for example, the 3.2mm² round epitaxial layer grown by LPE for the Hall Effect measurement, shown in figure 5.15.

5.6.2 Growth Temperature

As introduced in section 3.2.3 and section 5.4.1, the growth temperature determines the indium concentration in the epitaxial silicon and thus the semiconductor properties, and a higher growth temperature normally results in a higher growth rate. Also, the growth temperature has a strong effect on surface morphology. It has been reported that for silicon epitaxial growth on (111) sc-Si substrate from the Au-Bi alloy solvent, when the substrate has a few degree misorientation, a growth temperature from 900°C to 800°C can result in an epitaxial layer with hollow structures in a size of ~20µm on its surface. In addition,
the lower growth temperature from 700°C to 600°C, can result in much larger structural defects on the epitaxial layer, for example, grooves with several hundred microns length and 20µm depth[167]. Thais suggests that a higher initial growth temperature results in less surface structure defects than a lower initial growth temperature.

For a certain initial growth temperature, we find that a higher terminating growth temperature also results in less surface structure defects than a lower terminating growth temperature.

Figure 5.25 SEM image of epitaxial layer grown on the central bar area of the multiple seedline substrate (4° misorientation), growth temperature 950-910°C

As shown in figure 5.25, when the growth is started at 950°C and terminated at 910°C, hollow structures, like holes, are formed on the surface of the epitaxial layer, with diameters from 10 to 20µm. When the growth is started at
950°C and terminated at 850°C, grooves with several hundred microns length are formed on the surface of epitaxial layer, as shown in figure 5.26. The formation of these macroscopic steps can be referred to as a step-bunching growth mode, which is introduced by the large misorientation of the substrate (referring to section 3.3.3).

![Figure 5.26 SEM image of epitaxial layer grown on the central bar area of the multiple seedline substrate (4° misorientation), growth temperature 950-850°C](image)

Fortunately, the growth temperature dependent structure defects are not observed on silicon strips. The reason probably is that the there is no misorientation along the direction of the seedline. Silicon strips are actually the ELO layers which only have small area attached to the substrate, and the growth of the ELO layer follows the Frank-Van Der Merwe growth mode (referring to section 3.3.3).
With the seedline setup shown in section 4.3.3, LDLPE strip growth is less affected by the misorientation of the substrate. Therefore, the growth rate and the temperature dependent doping level are most important considerations for choosing the growth temperature, and a compromise is needed for good electrical properties and reasonable growth rate.

5.6.3 Substrate Wetting Problems

![SEM image of LDLPE Si strip growth failure due to poor wetting](image)

Figure 5.27 SEM image of LDLPE Si strip growth failure due to poor wetting

The wetting of indium melt to the seedline is essential for a successful LDLPE silicon strip growth. Poor wetting will lead to a failure of growth, as shown in figure 5.27. The space between the seedline and the plate is not fully filled by indium melt during the growth, and only a small part of the seedline is partially
wetted by the indium melt. Therefore, strips about 1mm long, with hollow structure, are grown and there is no epitaxial growth on most of the seedline.

5.6.4 Substrate Misorientation

![Image of an optical microscope image of the epitaxial Si layer grown on (111) substrate with 4° misorientation]

Figure 5.28 Optical microscope image of the epitaxial Si layer grown on (111) substrate with 4° misorientation

A small substrate misorientation can provide micro-steps which can enhance the nucleation as the nucleation sites. However, a large misorientation of the (111) substrate usually leads to an epitaxial layer with surface structure defects, like macro-steps. As shown in figure 5.28, the substrate has 4 degree misorientation about the direction of the seedline which is perpendicular to the central bar. The epitaxial layer grown on the 600µm wide central bar area has a non-smooth surface with macro-steps, which can be observed by a 30x optical microscope.
However, the surface morphology is not affected by the misorientation of the substrate. Each facet of the strip prefers to be the (111) plane with smooth surface. Figure 5.29 shows the cross-section of bottom right corner of the silicon strip grown on (111) substrate with 4 degree misorientation. The bottom facet has a 4 degree angle with the substrate surface, which is the same as the misorientation of the substrate, indicating that the bottom facet of the strip is the true (111) plane. The side facet of the strip has approximately a 70 degree angle with the bottom facet. For silicon crystal structure, the angles between (111) planes is 70° 32' which is very close to the observed angle.

The surface of the strips naturally prefers to be a (111) plane, because the (111) plane has the largest density of atoms and the least surface energy. Therefore, the surface morphologies of the silicon strips grown by LPE and
LDLPE are not affected by the misorientation. Furthermore, the angle between the strip and the substrate with misorientation provide convenience for the strip separation process, since the (111) plane is the cleavage plane of crystalline silicon. When a mechanical force is applied to the strip, the silicon breaks along the (111) bottom facet into the substrate, keeping the integrity of the silicon strip.

### 5.6.5 Growth Failures

Poor substrate wetting is one of the most important reasons for LDLPE growth failures. However, when the seedline is well wetted by the indium melt, many other reasons could also cause growth failures.

Temperature fluctuation or large supersaturation can cause spontaneous nucleation of silicon in the melt and forming silicon flakes and needles. The large supersaturation causes a big free energy change $\Delta G$. When the free energy change exceeds the critical value $\Delta G^*$, stable nuclei which has a critical size $r^*$ will form in the melt and then grows bigger. The spontaneous nucleation in the melt will consume and even deplete the silicon dissolved in the melt therefore cause a growth failure. Figure 5.30 shows the silicon flakes found in the melt after an LDLPE growth cycle.

Defects on the SiO$_2$ mask can cause silicon nucleation and deposition on the masked area, shown in figure 5.31. These defects on the SiO$_2$ surface such as scratches will provide nucleation sites, especially when the supersaturation is
large. This unexpected growth will consume the silicon which is available for the LDLPE growth and therefore causing a growth failure.

Figure 5.30 Silicon flakes and needles in the melt

Figure 5.31 Nucleation on the surface of SiO₂ mask
5.6.6 Half Growth Cycle Result

A lack of in-situ and real-time monitoring and characterizing method is a disadvantage of LPE technology and makes it difficult to investigate the growth process of the LDLPE silicon strips. To look into the intermediate status of the silicon strip during an LDLPE growth cycle, the LDLPE growth was terminated at 910°C rather than 850°C. The cross-section of the LDLPE silicon strip is shown in the figure 5.32. Comparing with LDLPE silicon strips grown from 950°C - 850°C, the half growth cycle silicon strip has not only smaller width (~70µm) and thickness(~25µm), but also curved surface and round corners, indicating the (111) surface is not formed yet at 910°C. But the aspect ratio is about 2.8, similar to the maximum value of the aspect ratio of full growth cycle strips (1.7-2.8).
Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

Lateral diffusion liquid phase epitaxy technology is invented for direct growth of single crystal substrate, eliminating the cutting, grinding and polishing processes which take a large part of the cost of traditional semiconductor wafers made by CZ or floating zone technology. Silicon, the most widely used semiconductor material, is used for pioneering LDLPE technology. A graphite boat with two sliders and graphite frames is designed to demonstrate the feasibility of growing single crystal substrate by using LDLPE technology. Although the single crystal grown by LDLPE is of small size that is not practical for industrial application, the mechanism of the LDLPE is proved potentially applicable.

The silicon strips grown by LPE and LDLPE technologies are different in their geometries. Both the experiments and simulation results demonstrate that the silicon strip aspect ratio is able to be increased by using a plate sitting over the seedline. The lateral overgrowth is promoted and the growth in thickness is limited. Therefore the silicon strip aspect ratio is increase from 1.2 for LPE to over 2 for LDLPE. The thickness of the LDLPE strip is around 100 μm, which should provide enough mechanical strength for separating the strip from the substrate and further device processing. Also, 100 μm is an ideal thickness for crystalline Si solar cells to absorb sunlight efficiently.
The silicon strip grown by LDLPE is proved an epitaxial layer which is (111) orientated as is the substrate by the XRD 2-theta scan. The quality of the single crystal is indicated by the XRD rocking cure which has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.03°.

Silicon grown from indium melt is naturally doped by indium, resulting in p-type doping. The doping level is mainly dependent on the growth temperature, because of the temperature-dependent indium solubility in solid silicon. At the growth temperature from 920°C to 1050°C, the concentration of indium in the silicon ranges from $10^{16}$/cm³ to $1.6 \times 10^{18}$/cm³ [111, 120]. The LDLPE silicon has a minority carrier lifetime of 24.4µs measured by the photoconductive decay measurement. The measured electrical properties satisfy the requirement for photovoltaic application. The growth temperature is of the most important parameter for successful LDLPE growth. A compromise among the doping level, growth rate and nucleation quality is needed. Also, the growth is greatly affected by the cooling rate and the supersaturation. We believe that the single seedline substrate is not able to provide enough growth area for accommodating the large supersaturation and as a result we obtain non-uniform growth and non-smooth surfaces of the silicon strips. The substrate mis-orientation is not critical for the LDLPE silicon strip growth. A small misorientation could result in an angle between the silicon strip and substrate and provides convenience during the separation process.
Overall, at the current stage, single crystalline (111) orientated silicon strips can be grown by using the LDLPE technology. In spite of the fact that the silicon strips are too small for realistic application, the mechanism of the LDLPE is proved feasible for direct growth of single crystal substrate, and the silicon grown from indium melt is proved having good crystal quality and electrical properties for photovoltaic applications.

6.2 Future Work

Currently, LDLPE is an immature technology which is at the very early stage, compared to current industrial semiconductor wafer production and thin film growth technologies. This thesis has described the concept and mechanism of LDLPE and experiments have proved that LDLPE technology is feasible in principle. For practical applications, LDLPE should produce large wafers with consistent good quality and at a low cost for the single wafer.

First of all, important parameters, such growth temperature, cooling rate and substrate mis-orientation, should be optimized to achieve good nucleation and crystal morphology. Considering the electrical properties of the silicon grown from indium melt, the growth temperature should be not higher than 950°C. The large cooling rate leads to large growth rate, but it should be optimized to avoid an overly large supersaturation that may result in non-uniform growth and non-smooth crystal surface. Although the misorientation is less important, it should be
carefully chosen, so that the mis-orientated surface provides micro-steps as nucleation site and therefore increases the growth rate at beginning of the growth.

Secondly, the graphite boat set up should be optimized as the same time as the growth parameter optimization. The geometry of the plate on the top of the seedline determines the lateral diffusion distance for silicon atoms in the bulk indium melt to diffuse to the seedline, therefore determining the growth rate. The space between the plate and seedline limits the thickness of the silicon strips. A small space leads to a thin strip, but decreases the growth rate and may cause the failure of wetting.

Last but not least, an apparatus should be built up for continuous growth and scaling up. A plan is proposed in section 6.3. A large chamber will be needed for sophisticated graphite parts and movement control units. The temperature gradient and continuous growth set up make it possible to grow substrates in large size for practical device fabrication and the stack structure of the seed holder can increase the output of a single furnace.

In principle, LDLPE can grow a variety of semiconductors layer laterally and continuously, making wafers of large size. Examples of other semiconductors include GaAs or other group III-V semiconductors as well as the group IV semiconductor germanium. In some cases, larger compound semiconductor wafers (bigger than 4 inches) are very expensive or not available because it is difficult to make large single crystalline ingots for these semiconductors.
Therefore LDLPE may offer a means to increase wafer size as well as lowering cost for these expensive materials.

6.3 LDLPE Scale-up Concept

A LDLPE scaling up and continuous growth plan is proposed, so that the growth of silicon substrate with practical size at a practical growth rate might be achieved in a future production process. A stack LDLPE method in continuous growth mode for scaling up is proposed, shown in figure 6.1.

![Figure 6.1 Proposed LDLPE process for mass production](image)

Single crystalline silicon seeds are held by movable seed holders and they are stacked up with graphite spacers between each other. These stacked silicon seeds are immersed into indium melt which has source silicon on another side. There is a temperature gradient between source Si and seeds. Source silicon is dissolved and silicon atoms diffuse from the source silicon side to the seeds side.
Therefore, silicon is epitaxially grown on the seeds laterally and continuously. Meanwhile, the seed holder could pull the seed at the same rate as the growth, until the LDLPE silicon grows to the desired size. A large growth area which is comparable to thin film deposition could be achieved by increasing the number of stacks. And thanks to the continuous growth mode, the pump-down, heating and stabilization time becomes a minor part of the total time of unit area Si wafer growth.
Appendix I: Drawing of LDLPE Graphite Boat

(Note: All dimensions in millimeter)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cap and Rod</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

TOLERANCES UNLESS CUSTOMER APPROVED

Rods x 3

8° - 08

Diameter

-000 + 08
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assmbly</th>
<th>8 -0.08</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>+17/32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwn by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Grphite parts assmbling.
Appendix II: Code for Random Walk Modeling and Monte Carlo Simulation

The following code is for simulating the random walk model. The code for printing out the result is also attached. All other code for functioning the code in PC is not attached.

/**************************************************************************
FILE NAME: sim_engine.c
PROJECT: silicon_sim
ABSTRACT: Functions for creating and deleting the internal data structure built by the parser.
**************************************************************************/
#include "header.h"

pthread_mutex_t mutex1 = PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER;
pthread_mutex_t mutex2 = PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER;
pthread_mutex_t mutex3 = PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER;
int result;

int f_check_collision(int , int );
void *f_simulate_thread(void *);
int f_simulate_atom(int , int );
FUNCTION: F_StartSimulation

ABSTRACT: Function for starting the simulation

RETURNS: None

void F_StartSimulation() {
    int cur_trial;
    time_t seed_time;
    int i;

    pthread_t tid[MAX_THREAD];
    F_Printf("Starting simulation...\n");

    if (Seed == -1) {
        time(&seed_time);
        srand(seed_time);
    } else {
        srand(Seed);
    }

    for (cur_trial = 0; cur_trial < NumTrials;) {
        result = 0;
        for (i = 0; i < NumThreads; i++) {
            #if SIMDEBUG == 1
                printf("Simulating atom # %d/%d at using
thread %d...\n", cur_trial+1, NumTrials, i);
            #endif
            if (pthread_create(&tid[i], NULL, f_simulate_thread, NULL)) {
                printf("Thread %d create failed!!%n", i);
            }
        }

        // Wait till all threads are done
        for (i = 0; i < NumThreads; i++) {
            pthread_join(tid[i], NULL);
        }
    }
}

#if SIMDEBUG == 0
    fprintf(stderr, ";
#endif

#if SIMDEBUG == 0
    fprintf(stderr, ";
#endif

140
fflush(stderr);
printf("Simulating atoms # %d-%d/%d...", cur_trial+1,
cur_trial+NumThreads, NumTrials);
fflush(stdout);
#endif

if (result > 1) printf("haha: %d\n", result);
if (Disappear == 1) cur_trial += NumThreads;
else
    cur_trial += result;
}

F_Printf("\n");
F_Printf("Done\n\n");
}

void *f_simulate_thread(void *msg) {
    int cur_x_pos, cur_y_pos;
    int thread_result;

    // random starting x position
    pthread_mutex_lock( &mutex3 );

    // cur_x_pos = rand()/(int)((unsigned)RAND_MAX + 1) / SubstractWidth;
    // cur_y_pos = 0;

    // x is either the left or right side of object
    if ((rand()/(double)RAND_MAX + 1) < 0.5) cur_x_pos = ObjectTopLeftX;
    else cur_x_pos = ObjectBottomRightX;

    // y is between bottom of object and boundary height
    cur_y_pos = ObjectBottomRightY + rand()/(int)((unsigned)RAND_MAX +
    1) / (BoundaryHeight - OxideThickness - ObjectBottomRightY));

    pthread_mutex_unlock( &mutex3 );

    #if SIMDEBUG == 2
    F_Printf("Simulating atom from (%d, %d) using thread %ld\n",
    cur_x_pos, cur_y_pos, pthread_self());
    #endif

    thread_result = f_simulate_atom(cur_x_pos, cur_y_pos);
pthread_mutex_lock( &mutex2 );
if (thread_result == 1) result++;
pthread_mutex_unlock( &mutex2 );

#if SIMDEBUG == 2
#endif
}

int f_simulate_atom(int cur_x_pos, int cur_y_pos) {
    int x_direction;
    int y_direction;
    int stick;
    int number_collide_surface;
    atom_struct *cur_atom;
    int result;
    float move_probability;
    float zeta;

    do {
        stick = 0;
        number_collide_surface = 0;

        // check how many atoms are in its neighboring position
        // right side is an atom
        if (f_check_collision(cur_x_pos+1, cur_y_pos) == 1)
            number_collide_surface++;
        // left side is an atom
        if (f_check_collision(cur_x_pos-1, cur_y_pos) == 1)
            number_collide_surface++;
        // bottom side is an atom
        if (f_check_collision(cur_x_pos, cur_y_pos+1) == 1)
            number_collide_surface++;
        // bottom side is silicon
        if (f_check_collision(cur_x_pos, cur_y_pos+1) == 3)
            number_collide_surface++;

        pthread_mutex_lock( &mutex3 );
        move_probability = rand()/(double)RAND_MAX + 1;
        pthread_mutex_unlock( &mutex3 );

        x_direction = 0;
        }
y_direction = 0;

if (move_probability <= 0.25) {
    // move right
    x_direction = 1;

    if (cur_x_pos + 1 > SubstractWidth) {
        // out of right boundary

        #if SIMDEBUG == 1
            printf("Out of right boundary: %d\n", cur_x_pos);
        #endif

        return 0;
    }
} else {
    if (move_probability <= 0.5) {
        x_direction = -1;
        if (cur_x_pos - 1 < 0) {
            // out of left boundary
            #if SIMDEBUG == 1
                printf("Out of left boundary: %d\n", cur_x_pos);
            #endif

            return 0;
        }
    } else {
        if (move_probability <= 0.75) {
            // moving down
            if (cur_y_pos < BoundaryHeight)
                y_direction = 1;
        } else {
            // moving up
            y_direction = -1;
            if (cur_y_pos - 1 < 0) {
                // out of top boundary
                #if SIMDEBUG == 1
                    printf("Out of top boundary: %d\n", cur_y_pos);
                #endif

                return 0;
            }
        }
    }
}
result = f_check_collision(cur_x_pos + x_direction, cur_y_pos +
y_direction);
if (result == 1 || result == 3) {
    // collision on movement, so see if it should stick
    #if SIMDEBUG == 1
        printf("Number of collide surface: %d\n",
        number_collide_surface);
    #endif
    pthread_mutex_lock( &mutex3 );
zeta = rand()/(double)RAND_MAX + 1;
    pthread_mutex_unlock( &mutex3 );
    switch(number_collide_surface) {
        case 1: if (zeta > Zeta1) stick = 1; break;
        case 2: if (zeta > Zeta2) stick = 1; break;
        case 3: stick = 1; break;
    }
x_direction = 0;
y_direction = 0;
}
else {
    if (result == 2) {
        #if SIMDEBUG == 1
            printf("Collision with oxide\n");
        #endif
        x_direction = 0;
y_direction = 0;
        // for disappearing after contacting oxide
        // return 0;
    } else {
        if (result == 4) {
            #if SIMDEBUG == 1
                printf("Collision with object\n");
            #endif
            x_direction = 0;
y_direction = 0;

// for disappearing after contacting object
// return 0;

}

}

}

}

if (stick == 1) {
    #if SIMDEBUG == 1
    printf("Atom stick at (%d, %d)\n", cur_x_pos,
    cur_y_pos);
    #endif
    cur_atom = F_NewAtom(cur_x_pos, cur_y_pos);

    pthread_mutex_lock( &mutex1 );
    l_append(AtomList, cur_atom);
    pthread_mutex_unlock( &mutex1 );
}

cur_x_pos += x_direction;
cur_y_pos += y_direction;

// #if SIMDEBUG == 1
//     printf("Atom move to (%d, %d)\n", cur_x_pos, cur_y_pos);
// #endif

} while(stick == 0);

return 1;

}

int f_check_collision(int cur_x_pos, int cur_y_pos) {
    atom_struct *cur_atom;

    // check if collision is with oxide
    if (cur_y_pos >= BoundaryHeight-OxideThickness) {
        if ((cur_x_pos <= (SubstractWidth/2 - SubstructGap/2)) // collide
            with left oxide
            || (cur_x_pos >= (SubstractWidth/2 + SubstructGap/2)) // collide
                with right oxide
        ) return 2;
    }
// check if collision with the object
if (cur_y_pos >= ObjectTopLeftY && cur_y_pos <= ObjectBottomRightY) {
    if (cur_x_pos >= ObjectTopLeftX && cur_x_pos <= ObjectBottomRightX) {
        return 4;
    }
}

// check if collision is with silicon substrate
if (cur_y_pos >= BoundaryHeight) return 3;

// check if collision is with other atoms
l_fforeach(AtomList, cur_atom) {
    if ((cur_atom->x == cur_x_pos) && (cur_atom->y == cur_y_pos))
        return 1;
} l_endfor;

return 0;
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